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AREA OF SPECIAL SIGNIFICA'.'iCE
MELBOURi'l'E MOUNT ALEXANDER AND MURRAY RIVER R.\ILWA Y
LOCATION
The railway line enters the Shire south ofTaradale and travels along the western edge of the Shire
through Elphinstone and via the Elphinstone Tunnel down the steep grade to Chewton. The line passes
out of the Shire as it progresses to Castlemaine and re-enters the Shire as it loops through Harcourt on
the way to Bendigo.
SIGNIFICANCE
The Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway was the largest of the Colony's first two
trunk lines. It is significant for its close adoption of English engineering and architectural standards.
The diversity in the design and choice of construction materials of buildings and structures is greater
than any of the other trunk lines. Materials ranging from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bi chrome brickwork was influenced not only by the natural resources of the localities through which the
line passed but also by forms of architectural expression commonly accepted at the time. The range of
bridge and viaduct designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched
opening. The scale of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. Many of
these works are located within the Shire of Metcalfe.
The line is important also as an expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina
trade for the Port of Melbourne whilst it also recalls the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo
goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls the lobbying by landowners and townspeople to
have the line diverted in their interests, and the stonework is an important expression of the work of
local and imported stonemasons. The line remains as the Colony's largest single endeavour of its time. 1
DESCRIPTION
The Mount Alexander - Murray Valley Railway Line enters the Shire of Metcalfe before Taradale where
the line is crossed by stone arched bridges such as Swipers Bridge. The Back Creek is bridged in
spectacular fashion by the bluestone and iron Taradale viaduct The line continues to Elphinstone then
to Chewton through the brick lined Elphinstone Tunnel. The rail embankment forms the southern edge
of the town ofChewton with connections under the embankment by a series of brick and bluestone
bridges. The line continues to Castlemaine and returns to the Shire near Barkers Creek where the
bridges and viaducts are of brick and granite culminating in the Barkers Creek viaduct of granite The
Taradale, Elphinstone and Harcourt remain as major buildings in the Shire demonstrating the importance
of these towns in the 1860s.
HISTORY
The Iron Highway
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year.
In 1857, the contractors, Cornish, Bruce and Company were awarded the contract for the construction
ofa trunk railway between Melbourne and Sandhurst (extended to Echuca in 1864). The task called for
the organisation of men and materials on a scale not tested in Victoria before but, despite difficulties
which centred around the lack of skilled labour and industrial action, the long anticipated "iron highway"
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of Significance based on the Statement prepared for the Historic Buildings Council.
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was completed in 1862 c This was the occasion for much celebration on the part of the four Shire towns
(Taradale, Elphinstone, Chewton and Harcourt) through which it passed.

Deviation to Castlemaine
Originally the railway's planned route took the straightest possible path from Elphinstone to Sandhurst,
bypassing Chewton and Castlemaine and the hills between. The fact that this proposal was abandoned in
favour of a diversion to Castlemaine requiring miles of extra track, a steep descent and the construction
of a long tunnel through solid rock, is witness to the strength of the Mount Alexander political lobby and
to the size and wealth of the town ofCastlemaine. 3 Due to the steepness of the grade, a station was not
built at Chewton until 1879. Speculators who had bought large amounts of real estate at Elphinstone
and Harcourt in the expectation of a branch line junction at Elphinstone and a large station complex at
Harcourt, were left empty handed. 4
Taradale Viaduct And Elphinstone Tunnel
Two of the major undertakings on the Melbourne-Sandhurst line centred on Taradale and Elphinstone.
At Taradale a five span viaduct (T60) using iron beam framing and supported on massive bluestone piers
was stretched across Back Creek The solidity of the structure, which from its completion was much
admired, belies the fact that this was one of the most daring projects of its type attempted in Australia at
this time and caused the contractors and their engineers much anxiety. Hundreds of men were employed
in its erection and, since it required an incredible 300,000 rivets which were made on site, riveters were
in particularly high demand. 5 At Elphinstone excavators were required to dig what was then the deepest
cutting in Victoria, before blasting through solid rock to create the tunnel through to Chewton 6 (E35)
"uring this period, huge worker camps clustered on the outskirts ofTaradale and Elphinstone. Sixty
;ourers were based at Harcourt and a resident of the time described the township as "covered in
tents ... in fact a canvas town in miniature". 7
Building Materials
In order to supply building materials for structures associated with the railway line, granite was quarried
from surface outcrops near Mount A1exander8 and a stone breaking machine operated near Harcourt
crushing granite to act as ballast between the sleepers. 9 This Jed to the development of the Harcourt
granite quarrying industry which became, within decades, the largest producer of granite in Victoria.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt. 10 The three span Barkers
Creek viaduct at Harcourt was almost entirely constructed ofgranite. 11 (BC29) During 1858, the
contractors, Cornish Bruce and Company, encountered industrial action when they attempted to resist
the introduction of an eight hour day. In response they brought out 500 stonemasons from Germany
contracted to work a ten hour day. The influence of the German stone masons can be detected in the
masonry techniques used in sections of the line. 12
~AILWAY LANDSCAPE
,e railway transformed life in the Shire. It created new hubs of activity, offered the key to distant
markets and established a reliable and speedy link with the world outside. It generated a number of
structures - hotels, stores, boarding houses - to cater for those using the railway and led to the
construction of sawmills, cool stores, and stock yards in order to take advantage of the new availability
of markets. At the same time it opened the area up to outside forces and influences. Jack Ross
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Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl-t5
Cusack. Bendigo: .-l History. 1973. p!H
4 Bradfield. Elphinstone. Pan 2. nd
5 Cusack. Bendigo: .-l l!istory. 1973. plH
6 The Guardian June 26 1986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project arc said to ha,·e been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elpltinstone.
7 The Fruit World o[Austra!asia. 10 July 1918
8 Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl-!5
9 Manin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. Cl/. 2 Mar 19-l-l from .\LL\! 20 Aug 1862
1
IO Ward. 'Murray River R.ailway • Heritage Australia. Spring l985 p36
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11 \Vard. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring l 985 p36
12 Cusack. Bendigo: A Historv. 1973. pl.\3: Information from Mr George Milford. resident of Harcourt since his birth
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remembers the "Better Farming Train" that visited Redesdale in the I 920s. 116 ' The railway also allowed
residents to move more freely outside the Shire's boundaries. During the 1920s Mrs McNiff of
Redesdale organised regular excursions to the seaside by rail for Shire residents. 1Z6h
The Melbourne-Sandhurst railway brought skilled craftsmen and tradesmen to the area, some of whom
remained and continued to play a role in shaping the Shire's built environment. Although all stations on
the line are now closed, the bridges, culverts, viaducts and tunnels that form the railway are still
perceived as scenic elements in the landscape - both by those resident in the Shire and by those passing
through. Some of these elements, such as the Taradale Viaduct (T60), have become landmark
structures

In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
KEY ELEMENTS
Road Bridge,
T2
Swiper's Bridge,
T31
Taradale Viaduct
T60
Taradale Railway Station,
T84
Elphinstone Station
E29
Elphinstone Tunnel
E35
Road Bridge
Cl 14
Rail Bridge
C34
Railway Bridge
Cl
_.,
Railway Bridge
C?'
Road Bridge
BC21
Railway Bridge
BC27
Railway Bridge
Hl2
Harcourt Railway Station,
Hl02
Railway Bridge
BC!4
Railway Viaduct
BC29
Railway Bridge,
Hl08

126 a Information

Boundary Rd.
Pethybridge's Rd
Back Creek
Station St
Wright St
Pyrenees Hwy, Elphinstone
Railway St
Fryers Rd, Chewton
Adelaide St, Chewton
Eureka St, Chewton
Sawmill Rd, Barkers Creek
Specimen Gully Rd, Barkers Creek
Blackjack Rd
Station St
Midland Hwy, Barkers Creek
Symes Rd, Barkers Creek
Woodbrook Rd
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No: T2
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

TOWN/DISTRICT: Taradale
NAME: Road Bridge

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP
Drummond
NAME:
MAP
BU 654 827
REFERENCE

ADDRESS:

Boundary Road

FORMER
NAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong · Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone bridge is an important element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
THEMES
Transport

BUILDING DATE
c1862
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 17/30
DATE 20.8.92
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRIPTION
, nis brick and bluestone bridge has abutments that are curved in plan. The brick abutments terminate in
engaged columns and have a string course of corbelled rusticated stone. The parapet is capped in a
matching band of stonework. The girder bridge has metal railings over the span section. The series of
local traffic bridges crossing the deep cutting for the railway line are important elements in the
landscape.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: A Historv. 1973. pl.JS
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. C.\f. 2 Mar 19.J.J from .\14.\f 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
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FILE No T3 l
LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER
TITLE DETAILS

TOWN/DISTRICT: Taradale
NAME: Swiper's Bridge
ADDRESS:

Pethybridge's Road

FORMER NAME
MAP NAME: Drummond
MAP REFERENCE BU 653 844

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome
and bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and
viaduct designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst
the scale of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important
also as an expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of
Melbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of
the line recalls the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the
Colony's largest single endeavour of its time. The bluestone hump backed road bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount
Alexander and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
THEMES
Transport

BUILDING DATE
cl859
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
This bridge is known locally as Swipers Bridge. This is said to be due to the "Bacchanalian proclivities
of the men who built it, who during its construction obtained such a lavish supply of Colonial beer,
furnished at a cheap rate by an adjoining shanty. In consideration of the quantity consumed the erection
proceeded by very slow stages and at times was suspended all together"

DESCRIPTION
The segmental arch is marched by rusticated voussoirs with tooled edges with a larger keystone. The
string course above the arch and the parapet are canted following the slope of the hump in the bridge.
The abutments and lining of the bridge are of coursed rusticated bluestone. The parapet capping is of
rusticated bluestone with tooled margins.
The series of local traffic bridges crossing the deep cutting for the railway line are important elements in
the landscape.

REFERENCES
Material held by J Dorman
Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl-15
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine', Cl/. 2 Mar 194-1 from :\L4.\.f 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
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FILE No: T60
TOWN/DISTRICT: Taradale
LISTL'i'GS
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0
HBC No. Government Buildings Register
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NA TIONAI.. EST ATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

TITLE DETAILS

NAME: Taradale Viaduct
ADDRESS Back Creek

FORMER NAME
MAP NAME Drummond
MAP REF BU 652 860

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. The line is important also as an expression of the importance
in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne and the significance of the
Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The line remains as the Colony's largest single
endeavour of its time. When built it was the longest of any Australian metal girder bridge and had the
second largest span - after the Barwon River bridge at Geelong. It is one of the oldest existing metal
girder bridges in Australia, and, in engineering and historical terms, one of the most important (in league
with bridges such as Nenangle, Penrith and Echuca). The size and aesthetic qualities of the Viaduct as it
spans Back Creek valley and its location within view of a major highway, has made it a prominent
community landmark
State Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS

Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Retention on the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
THEMES:
Communications (Rail)

BUILDING DA TE
1862
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No 1/8
DATE 29.5.92
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
The viaduct was constructed to straddle Back Creek at Taradale as part of the fourth stage, Kyneton to
Bendigo, of the Melbourne to Bendigo railway. It was the most ambitious of its kind attempted in
Australia at that time and the line contractors, Cornish and Bruce, engaged hundreds of men on its
construction. As a result a large work camp sprang up on the outskirts ofTaradale. Seventy to one
h•,ndred stone masons were engaged at Malmsbury to square massive blocks ofbluestone to be used in
, structure and 10-12,000 pounds worth of timber was used in erecting the scaffolding. Riveters were
in high demand since some 300,000 rivets went into fastening the 10,650 iron plates that formed the
structural framework, all of which had to be assembled on the ground before being hoisted into position.
The cost of this and a slightly smaller viaduct constructed at Malmsbury, amounted to £302,000
The last stone on the viaduct was laid on September 8, 1862 and a celebration banquet was held at the
Royal Mail Hotel in Taradale. An official ceremony was held on September 27, 1862 and was attended
by a number of notable parliamentarians. On October 20, 1862 the line was officially opened. Six years
later, in 1868, a fracture occurred in the southern abutment and iron rods were used to straighten and
strengthen the wing walls. Intermediate steel supports were erected in 1933 to halve each span and
reduce the stress on the girders caused by the heavier locomotives that had come into use.
From its construction the Viaduct was much admired for its aesthetic qualities and has been the subject
of countless pictures and photographs.

DESCRIPTION
The Taradale Viaduct is the most imposing structure in Taradale. The Viaduct is constructed of rock
faced bluestone which due to the scale of the structure appear the size of brickwork. The abutments are
' +ined by engaged square columns at each side, the same proportions as the freestanding columns that
--;,port the girders. The line of the girders is marked by a string course in the abutments and this is
matched by the capping stones. The metal girder is topped by cast iron railings with cast iron panels
above each support with the entwined "YR" crest - ~landing for Victoria Regina.
REFERENCES
Frank Cusack, Bendigo: a history
James Martin "Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine: Interesting Early History" published in the
Castlemaine Mail, 1944
C O'Connor Register of Australian Historic Bridges, 1983
C O'Connor "Spanning Two Centuries" 1985
Andrew Ward, The Murray River Railway, Heritage Australia, Spring 1985
The Guardian, June 20, 1986
Australian Heritage Commission - classification
National Trust classification
Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pJ4;
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlernaine', CM. 2 Mar 19-44 from .\HI/ 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray Rh·er Railway'. Heritage Australia, Spring 198; p36
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FILE No: T84
TOWN/DISTRICT: Taradale
LISTINGS
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

NA!VIE Railway Station (Taradale)
ADDRESS: Station Street

FORMER NAME:
MAP NAME Drummond
MAP REFERENCE BU 650 869

TITLE DETAILS
STATEMENT <JF SIGNIFICANCE

The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome
and bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and
viaduct designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst
the scale of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important
also as an expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of
Melbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The line
remains as the Colony's largest single endeavour of its time. The Taradale Station is a substantially
intact example of the first standard station building erected for the Victorian Railways Department
State Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS

Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Retention on the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
BUILDING DA TE
1862

THEMES:
Communications (Rail)

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No 2/8
DATE 29.5.92
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity of Taradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
The bluestone railway station complex at Taradale was constructed in 1862-3. A resident station master
was appointed and the station rapidly became a new focus of activity in the area with direct
communication with Melbourne and Bendigo three times a day. Cobb and Co mail services ceased as
mail began to be carried by train. The local timber industry flourished in response to Melbourne's
rlemand for firewood and timber and railway sidings for timber storage. The Taradale station complex
.yed a crucial role in the economic development of the Taradale area, creating employment, forging
links with far distant towns and cities and opening up new markets for local produce. By 1901 two
gangers, a line repairer and a gate house keeper were employed on the railway. Signalling operations
were instituted at the station in 1890 but ceased in 1927. By 1966, Taradale no longer had a resident
station master but was being supervised from Malmsbury. The station closed in 1976.

DESCRIPTION
The bluestone station building consists of a single storey office and waiting rooms at one end and a two
storey residence at the other. Timber additions to the residence have been made. The station verandah
has been demolished. The bluestone goods shed, situated at the north end of the platform, is of a unique
design.
The Taradale railway complex - including the station building, the goods shed, lamp room/toilet block,
the waiting shelter, picket fencing and the three bluestone platforms - is unique and important to the
history of Victorian railway station architecture. The Taradale station is a substantially intact example
of the first standard station building erected for the Victorian Railways Department. Its simple design
features stonework of an exacting standard complemented by finely tooled door and window surrounds
and sills. It is of particular note that the platform elevation (excluding the verandah) and the internal
.n remain unchanged.

REFERENCES
James Martin "Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine: Interesting Early History" published in the
Castlemaine Mail, 1944
Frank Cusack, Bendigo: a history
Andrew Ward and A Donnelly - in association with the Australian Railway Historical Society,
'Victoria's Railway Stations: An Architectural Survey', 4 vols, March 1982
National Trust classification
Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl~5
Manin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. C.\!. 2 Mar 19~.i from ALHJ 20 Aug 1862
Ward, 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome
and bi chrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The line is important also
as an expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of
Melbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the I 860s. The route
recalls the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The brick and cement render station
is one of two similar designs prepared solely for this railway line. The goods shed and Melbourne
waiting platform are also important. This is the first of the brick station buildings on the line.

State Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount
Alexander and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

Initially a station was not planned for Elphinstone and when the line opened in 1862, only a wood siding
was provided. With the inability of trains to stop at Chewton which was the nearest siding to the busy
mining area offryerstown, the locals agitated for Elphinstone to become a Station and the present
Station buildings were erected to meet this need. The contract for the works was signed on 27/2/1863
li the contractors Cormack and Irving. The building is one of two on the line, the other is Elmore
built 1870, which are identical in plan and the design occurs nowhere else on the railway network.
DESCRIPTION
The Station complex comprises the two curved platforms, the Station building, lamp room/toilets, and
goods shed on the southern platform and a timber office/signal box, parcel room and shelter shed on the
northern platform. The Station building originally consisted of the booking and telegraph office,
waiting room and small Station master's residence. It was extended to the south in timber but this has
since been removed.

The Station is a single storey rectangular brick building with the sills, waisted architraves, cornice and
quoins picked out in cement render. The building is on granite footings. The Station building has a
hipped slate roof The platform verandah has a concave roof supported on timber stop chamfered posts
with simple arched brackets. The posts are supported on granite pads. There has been some alterations
to doors and windows. The west wall has been rendered.
The combined lamp house and lavatory block echoes the design of the Station building in brick and
render with moulded architraves and rendered quoin work. This also has a slate roof The cast iron
guttering remains.
1 ne goods shed has a gable slate roof with the walls red face brick it is seven bays long and three wide,
with the bays being defined by wide cream brick pilasters in the same plane as the cream brick cornice,
which is carried on a corbel table of shaped cream bricks. The segmental arch impost are of granite and
the cast iron gutters remain. The end elevations are divided into three full height bays with raked corbel
tables.

The Melbourne platform has a timber shelter shed, parcels room and ticket office with projecting signal
box bay in timber and corrugated iron. The parcel room and shelter shed have skillion roofs with the
ticket office having a gable roof These buildings are suffering from vandalism and require urgent
attention
REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl-!5
Bradfield. Elphin.wone. Pan 2. nd
The Guardian June 26 1986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to have been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elphinstone.
The Fruit World ,,[Australasia. 10 July 1918
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. CM. 2 Mar 19-l-l from .\LHI 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage .-lustro/ia. Spring 1985 p36
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong • Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
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HISTORY
In June of l 852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluest one was used for railway structures in the vicinity of Taradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in l 859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
Originally the railway's planned route took the straightest possible path from Elphinstone to Sandhurst,
bypassing Chewton and Castlemaine and the hills between. The fact that this proposal was abandoned in
favour of a diversion to Castlemaine requiring miles of extra track, a steep descent and the construction
of a long tunnel through solid rock, is witness to the strength of the Mount Alexander political lobby and
· he size and wealth of the town ofCastlemaine.
One of the two of the major undertakings on the Melbourne-Sandhurst line centred on Elphinstone. At
Elphinstone excavators were required to dig what was then the deepest cutting in Victoria, before
blasting through solid rock to create the tunnel through to Chewton. During this period a huge workers'
camp clustered on the outskirts ofElphinstone. The tunnel is the second longest on the line running for
l,264 feet (385.5 metres) and the cutting at the approach to the tunnel is 65 feet (20 metres) deep. The
surplus bricks were said to be used to construct St. Mary's Church in Elphinstone.

DESCRIPTION
The Elphinstone tunnel differs from the other major tunnel on the line in that it curves. The early
newspaper reports stated that there was 18,500 cubic feet of masonry in the stone footings and in the
fronts and there are 65,000 cubic yards of brickwork. The front at the Chewton end of the tunnel is also
a road bridge. It has a semi-circular arch with elongated rusticated granite voussoirs, stone cornice, and
quoins on the changes in angle of the front. The parapet is capped in granite. The tunnel is brick lined.
Above the cutting is a half round brick lined culvert with the bricks laid in stretcher bond. Although
difficult to see fully from the winding Highway adjacent to the rail line, the cuttings and fronts are
npsed at various intervals giving an appreciation of the difficult terrain and grades in the area and the
scope of the engineering feat required to bring the train through to Chewton and Castlemaine.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: .-1 History. 1973, pl45
Bradfield. Elphinstone, Part 2. nd
The Guardian June 26 1986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to have been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elphinstone.
The Fruit World ofAustra/asia, lO July 1918
Martin, 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. C.1/. 2 Mar 1944 from .\£4A/20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring J985 p36
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bi chrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone segmental arched road bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
This bridge is adjacent to the site of the Chewton Station. Initially no station was planned for Chewton,
only a siding was provided and a Station Master was been appointed in December 1862. It was then
found that the gradient was too steep for engines to stop. The townspeople kept up agitation for a
tion, bringing in Sir W.A. Zeal and other eminent railway men to declare that a train could be
,,opped. With the advent of a new braking system and the local parliamentarian Mr. J. B. Patterson as
Minister for Public Works a station was finally built in 1879. The station was closed in March 1971 and
the buildings and works removed.

DESCRIPTION
The rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and bluestone. The bluestone is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a shaped cornice at
both the arch springing and the below the parapet and capping the brick parapet. The inner surface of
the bridge arch retains the original face brickwork and is marked by a line of stone at the arch springing.
The bridge materials show the move away from solid bluestone in the Taradale area to the brick of the
1ewton and Castlemaine section of the line.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl-15
Bradfield. Elphinstone. Part 2, nd
The Guardian June 26 1986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to have been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elphins\One.
The Fruit World oJAustralasia. 10 July 1918
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. CM. 2 Mar 19-l-l from .IHl/20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
Ottery. Harry . .\fount Alexander Goldfle/ds- Castfemaine. Bairnsdale 1986
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bi chrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone segmental arched rail bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluest one was used for railway structures in the vicinity of Taradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in l 859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRIPTION
The rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and bluestone. The bluestone is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a shaped cornice at
both the arch springing and the below the parapet, as smooth dressed stones capping the brick side
abutments and as quoin work and piers at each end of the bridge. This differs from the previous two
bridges ion that the arched section is proud of the adjoining abutment walls and is treated as an arch,
cornice and pediment. At each side of the pediment is delicate iron railings with diagonal sections
marked in the centre by a circular boss.. The inner sur.face of the bridge arch has been concreted in
recent times obliterating the original face brickwork. The use of brick and iron in the parapet makes this
a much lighter design than the preceding two bridges (Cl and C23). The bridge materials show the
ve away from solid bluestone in the Taradale area to the brick of the Chewton and Castlemaine
;cction of the line.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: .-1 Historv. 1973. pl45
Bradfield. Elphinstone. Part 2. nd
The Guurdian June 26 1986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to have been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elphinstone.
The Fruit World a/Australasia. 10 July 1918
Martin, 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. Cl!. 2 Mar 1944 from .\L'1.\f 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone segmental arched rail bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount
Alexander and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
DESCRIPTION
The rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and bluestone. The bluestone is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a cornice line at the
spring of the arch and as the abutments and parapet. The inner surface of the bridge arch retains the
,--;2,inal face brickwork. The entry and exit to the bridge are marked with low buttress walls of brick
, ,-,ped in bluestone and terminating in bluestone pillars.
The bridge materials show the move away from solid bluestone in the Taradale area to the brick of the
Chewton and Castlemaine section of the line.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: ..J History. 1973. pl-t5
Bradfield. Elphinstone. Part 2, nd
The Guardian June 26 1986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to have been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elphinstone.
The Fruit World a/Australasia, 10 July 1918
Martin, 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. CM, 2 Mar 19H from .\HM 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray RiYer Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bi chrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Gee long - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone segmental arched road bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862 The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRIPTION
The road bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and bluestone. The bluestone is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, abutting the arch and
doubled at the end of the parapet, and parapet The inner surface of the bridge arch retains the original
face brickwork and a line of rusticated bluestone at the springing of the arch. The bridge materials show
the move away from solid bluestone in the Taradale area to the brick of the Chewton and Castlemaine
section of the line.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: .-I History. 1973. pl-15
Bradfield. Elphinstone. Part 2. nd
The Guardian June 26 J986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to haYe been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elphinstone.
The Fruit World of..J ustralasia. IO July 1918
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. C~I. 2 Mar 19-1-1 from .\L4.\J 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray ruver Railway', Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
CURRENT LISTINGS:

FILE No: BC21
TOWN/DISTRICT: Barkers Creek
NAME: Road Bridge

HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP

Sawmill Road

FORMER
NAME:
Castlemaine

NAME:
MAP

BU 533 972

REFERENCE
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and granite segmental arched rail bridge is an important element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.

THEMES

BUILDING DATE

Transport

cl862
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 21/20,
DATE 10.9.92

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
RY\\'. J.\rrJR, -\SD K. Twmr;

217 DRUMM().VD STREETS()UTH R4LLAR.4 T 33_,n

TELE PH().\"£ 053-317 I 15

HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity of Taradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRIPTION

"'lie rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and granite. The granite is used as shaped
.sticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a cornice line at the
spring of the arch and for the parapet capping. The area adjacent to the bridge is protected from water
run off by ditches and semi-circular brick culvert crossing with a granite capping.
The bridge materials illustrates the use of the local granite in the Harcourt area.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl~5
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. 0/. 2 Mar 19H from .ILH/ 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
Assessment Date
June 1993

Assessed by
K Twigg/W Jacobs
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No: BC27
TOWN/DISTRICT: Barkers Creek
NAME: Railway Bridge

CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

Specimen Gully Road

FORMER
NAME:
MAP

TITLE DETAILS:

Castlemaine

NAME:
MAP

BU 541 987

REFERENCE
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bi chrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Gee long - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The granite segmental arched rail bridge is an important element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90 PROGRAMME,
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
RY n· l\rnn,, •:n K T•.•,y;r: ?/7 DRT'.\f.\f().VD STREET SOUTH RU.LARA! 3350
TELEPHONE 053-317 115

HISTORY
In June of J852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in I 856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation ofindentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

SCRIPTION
This is a sold granite version of the brick and stone segmental arched bridges encountered on the
Melbourne side of the railway line. This is a lower bridge than those encountered in the Chewton area.
The segmental arch is marked in rough faced voussoirs springing from a corbelled capital at the top of
the pilaster like quoin work which is steeped in from the abutment. Above the voussoirs is a slightly
corbelled line of stones marking a cornice line above these are more smoothly dressed very large granite
stones which form the parapet. These are capped with smaller rock faced granite blocks. Each end of
the abutment wall steps out to form a pilaster.
The bridge is a solid element which demonstrates the use of the local material.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: .-1 Histu1:v. I 973. pl45
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. C\f. 2 Mar 1944 from .\L-1.1120 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
Assessment Date
June 1993

Assessed by
K Twigg/W Jacobs
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FILE No: H 12
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BCILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

TOWN/DISTRICT: Harcourt
NAME: Railway Bridge

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP NAME:
Castlemaine
MAP REFERENCE BY 549 001

ADDRESS:

Blackjack Road

FORMER NAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome
and bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and
viaduct designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst
the scale of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important
also as an expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of
Melbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of
the line recalls the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the
Colony's largest single endeavour of its tif[le. The granite segmental arched rail bridge is an important
element.
State Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount
Alexander and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in I 862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity of Taradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

-tSCRIPTION
This is a sold granite version of the brick and stone segmental arched bridges encountered on the
Melbourne side of the railway line. This is a lower bridge than those encountered in the Chewton area.
The segmental arch is marked in rough faced voussoirs springing from a corbelled capital at the top of
the pilaster like quoin work which is steeped in from the abutment. Above the voussoirs is a slightly
corbelled line of stones marking a cornice line above these are more smoothly dressed very large granite
stones which form the parapet. These are capped with smaller rock faced granite blocks. Each end of
the abutment wall steps out to form a pilaster.
The bridge is a solid element which demonstrates the use of the local material.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl-!5
Manin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. C:\f. 2 Mar 19-l-l from .\L'1.\l20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray RiYer Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36

Assessment Date
June 1993

Assessed by
K Twigg/W Jacobs
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FILE No: Hl02
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORlC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0
HBC No. Government Buildings Register
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL EST ATE REGISTER
OTHER

TO\VN/DISTRJCT: Harcourt
NAME: Former Harcourt Railway Station/
3CCC Radio Station
ADDRESS: Station Street

TITLE DETAILS

MAP NAME
Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 555 009

FORMER NAME

Railway Station

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome
and bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and
viaduct designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst
the scale of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important
also as an expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of
Melbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of
the line recalls the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the
Colony's largest single endeavour of its time.
State Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount
Alexander and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
BUILDING

THEMES
DATE
T rans.e.ort/Communications

1863
PHOTOGRAP
FILM No. 16/9
DATE 24/18

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COlv!MITTEE (V1CTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY Ir. JACOBSASDK. TIHGG 217 DRC\LHO:\'D STREET SOGTH BALLAR4T 3350
TELEPHOXE 053-317 115
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
In December 1862 the Mount Alexander Mail reported that contractors Dalrymple and Simmie had been
appointed to complete a "a passenger station, goods shed and other works" at Harcourt at a cost of
£4159/13/0. Harcourt at this time was little more than a hamlet of struggling settlers. In the first
decade, traffic through the railway station was so small that in 1868 it was threatened with closure and
only a public meeting organised by indignant local residents, saved it. The residents' stand was quickly
, .ified as the easy access the railway provided to markets, made possible the rapid growth of the fruit
and granite industry in the following decades. Indeed forty years later, the station was described as a
hive of activity and fruit growers complained that the siding provided by the Railway Department was
far too small to accommodate the trucks required. In response to theses complaints £2134 was spent in
1914 effecting improvements to the Railway station.
At the turn of the century the railway formed a major centre of activity. A cool store, packing shed,
general engineering shop, a case factory and sawmill clustered close to the railway, mechanical cranes
for loading granite blocks stood alongside the sidings and cottages sprung up to accommodate those
with railway related employment. By 1952/3 the Harcourt Railway complex was clearly the busiest
station in the Shire. In that year it had 3565 passengers - more than double that of any other station in
the Shire - and its revenue from goods and livestock (£15,560) was fifteen times more than other Shire
stations. Despite community action to retain the Station, it was closed in 1969. The Railway Station is
now used as a community radio station
DESCRIPTION
The Station building is an example of the Carlsruhe Station design group and is ofbrick with a render
trim. This design type was used elsewhere on this line as well as on the Geelong - Ballarat line. The
Complex consists of a two storey Station Master's residence attached to a single storey booking office,
I --qp room/ toilet block and parcel room on the western platform and a waiting shelter, fruit shed and
t. ,K crane base on the east platform.
The station building and residence are of red face brick with rendered quoins and architraves. The gable
roofs are slate. The chimneys have cream brick base sections, mouldings, <lentils and cappings in cream
brick. The platform has a concave hipped corrugated iron roof supported on posts with a decorative
timber valance at the sides. The valance has been removed at the front of the verandah. The building
retains its cast iron gutters. A brick addition has been made to the north of the single storey section and
the residence has been extended in timber. The lamp room/ toilets has a slate gable roof and echoes the
main building in materials and detailing. The original screen wall to the toilets is now unique. The
waiting shelter has a corrugated iron gabled roof and is clad in weatherboards.
The railway complex is significant for the crucial role it played in the establishment of the Harcourt
granite and fruit industry. The location of the building on the axis of Station Street is important.
REFERENCES
Andrew Ward, Railway Station Survey, V Line, 1982
Information from Sybil James
MAM, 10 Dec 1868
Victorian Municipal Directory, 1953
MAM, 12 Aug 1912
Assessment Date
June 1993
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K Twigg/W Jacobs
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No: BC14
TOWN/DISTRICT: Harcourt
NAME: Railway Bridge

CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

Midland Highway

FORMER
NAME:
MAP

TITLE DETAILS:

NAME:
MAP
REFERENCE

Chewton
BU 556 014

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bi chrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. This bridge with granite abutments and iron girder bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
RYW .lsrnRS -\ V[) K TWIGG 277 DRUM.'-10.VD STREETSOL'TH RALL4RAT .'35n
TELEPHONE 053-3/7 115

HISTORY

In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity of Taradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in I 859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
DESCRIPTION
This railway bridge differs from others in the Shire of Metcalfe in that it has granite abutments and the
.n is carried on an iron girder bridge. The abutments are of coursed rock faced granite with very
large, more smoothly dressed stones at the level of the base of the girder. These are capped by a cornice
line of corbelled narrow, long stones with a parapet of smaller stonework above. The bridge is the only
iron girder railway bridge in the Shire and it is the first on the line to use only granite in the abutments
indicating the use oflocal building materials.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: ..J History. 1973, pl-!5
Manin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine', CM. 2 Mar 19-l-l from .vL4.\f20 Aug 1862
Ward, 'Murray River Railway', Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
Assessment Date
June 1993

Assessed by
K Twigg/W Jacobs
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SHIRE OF '.\1ETCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No: BC29
TO\VN/DISTRICT: Barkers Creek
NA:YIE: Railway Viaduct

CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0
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NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

ADDRESS:

Symes Road

FORMER
NAME:
MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 556 015

TITLE DETAILS:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome
and bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and
viaduct designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst
the scale of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important
also as an expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of
Melbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of
the line recalls the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the
Colony's largest single endeavour of its time. The granite viaduct with three semicircular arches is an
important element
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Retention on the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
THEMES
Transport
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HISTORY
In June of I 852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in I 859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
In 1859, this granite bridge was built as part of the Melbourne to Sandhurst Railway. Local legend
claims that, due to the difficulty of providing solid earth foundations, it was built on bales of wool.

DESCRIPTION
The Barkers Creek railway bridge is a substantial bridge constructed of Harcourt granite in 1859 on the
lvlelbourne-Sandhurst Railway. In three main spans of some 12.5 metres (41 feet) each, the structure is
characterised by its deep arches and substantial abutments. Rusticated masonry faces the bridge and
other features are the parapet string courses, the very large more smoothly dressed parapet stones,
voussoirs, impost moulding and the battering of the abutments. Stylistically the structure follows
classically derived vernacular engineering practice.
The Barkers Creek Bridge is significant as a community landmark. Its aesthetic qualities have made it
the subject of many sketches, photographs and picture postcards since its construction. It is also of
interest in that it is faced in the locally quarried Harcourt granite a stone not widely used in Victoria.
Other details of note are the unusually deep arches sitting on squat piers.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Information from George Milford
National Trust Building Citation No 2659
Cusack, Bendigo: A History. 1973. pl-15
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine', C\I, 2 Mar 19.J-l from ALH/20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray RiYer Railway', Heritage Australia, Spring 1985 p36
Assessment Date
June 1993

Assessed by
K Twigg/W Jacobs
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No: H108
TO\VN/DISTRICT: Harcourt
NAME: Road Bridge

CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP NAME: Barker
MAP REFERENCE BU 556 030

Woodbrook Road

FORMER NAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and granite segmental arched rail bridge is an important element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.

THEMES

BUILDING DATE

Transport

c1862
1 PHOTOGRAPH
' FILM No. 27/9
DATE4.3.93
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
flV \I' I,rnn, .\\'() K Tw,r,r,
?/7 nRUW.\fO.VD STREET sm. 1TH R-\/L4RAT 3351)
TELEP HOVE 053-3/7 I I '

HISTORY
In June of 1852 the Melbourne Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section ofline within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRIPTION
The rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and granite. The granite is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a cornice line at the
spring of the arch and for the parapet capping.
The bridge materials illustrates the use of the local granite in the Harcourt area.

REFERENCES
Cusack, Bendigo: A History, 1973, pl45
Martin. 'Bringing the Rnilway to Castlemaine', Cl[, 2 Mar 1944 from ,\L4.\f 20 Aug 1862
Ward. 'Murray River Railway'. Heritage Australia, Spring 1985 p36
Assessment Date
June 1993

Assessed by
K Twigg/W Jacobs
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AREA OF SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE
MOUNT ALEXANDER
LOCATION
All that area encompassed by the Mount Alexander range from its base at 396 metres to its summit at
741 metres and covering an area of 1400 ha as defined by the Land Conservation Council of Victoria
North Central Study
SIGNIFICANCE:
Mount Alexander has significance as the most dominant landscape feature in the Shire, visible from
many parts of the municipality. Its special characteristics have made it the site of a range of activities
and enterprises not seen elsewhere in the region. The Land Conservation Council of Victoria study
of the north central area recommended that Mount Alexander, defined as an area of l 400 ha, be set
aside as a Regional Park.
DESCRIPTION:
Mount Alexander takes the form of a long low range running approximately north- south, rising
sharply from its base of396 metres to its peak at 741 metres. The western slopes into Harcourt are
very steep and are heavily crowned with large rock outcrops. The eastern slopes are more gentle and
have fewer outcrops. Narrow ridges and deep gullies are the main features of the Mount but to the
south some ridge tops widen and gullies become less extreme. The soils of the mount are sandy to a
sandy loam. Open forest of manna gum and messmate growing on the slopes of Mount Alexander
occur on a bedrock of granodiorite, part of an exposure of granodiorite which approximates the
shape of a thick horseshoe extending from Elphinstone north through Mount Alexander, north west
through Ravenswood and thence south west to Maldon.
HISTORY
During the period before white contact the granite slopes to the west of Mount Alexander marked the
boundary between two nations or language groups with the territory of the Djadja Warrung
extending to the west and that of the Daung Warrung extending to the east. However when Major
Mitchell reached the mountain on his I 836 expedition into Victoria he saw it simply as "a friendly hill'
offering the opportunity for observation. He described the mountain as "thinly wooded" and was able
to ride with ease right to the summit of the mountain where he was rewarded with a clear view of "
long patches of open plain, interspersed with forest hills and low woody ranges". 1
In 1840 one of the first pastoralists in the area, Donnithorne, included Mount Alexander in his run
and the pastoral station was subseqently known as Mount Alexander. In September 1851 a letter
inserted in a Melbourne paper by a shephed employed at Mount Alexander Station, notified the public
that he and three others had found gold. The letter sparked an alluvial rush of unparallelled
proportions. In the absence of any more definite landmark the location of the new gold field was
given as the Mount Alexander Ranges and although the diggings actually centred on Barkers and
Forest Creeks several miles from the Mount, the gold field became widely known as the Mount
Alexander diggings. The route that hopeful diggers took out of Melbourne is still known as the
Mount Alexander Road and parts of the Mount Alexander Hotel still survive in Chewton.

Major Mitchell named the mountain Mount Byng although by the 1840s it was widely known as
Mount Alexander. Stephen Mooney has argued that the name may havee been changed by the early
settlers in the area - either Henry Monro or Charles Ebden. See Stephen Mooney's article "What's in
the name of Mount Alexander?"
1
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In a landscape that was largely flat, the elevation offered by Mount Alexander made it an attractive
picnic and reacreation area for mining families. The Boxing Day amusements advertised in l 858
included balloon ascensions every evening from the top of Mount Alexander and in the new year a
picnic gathering of over 1000 people to witness the overthrow of a large boulder, was recorded.
After the railway was built people travelled from Sandhurst and Castlemaine to picnic on the Mount.
One admirer even penned a lengthy poem which began:
"Dear Alexander, fairest Mount
To me who loves beneath thy shade
How can I sing, how measure count
The beauty of thy ferny glade"
Ironically the scenic qualities which this poet so admired were increasingly placed at risk as the gold
rush opened the Mount to a variety of new uses. In 1860 the Mount Alexander Farmers Common
was gazetted and stock were free to graze across the Mount. Trees growing on the Mount were
harvested to meet the insatiable gold field demand for timber and firewood and by the 1860s it was
so denuded of trees that the Government declared a total of4,000 acres as State Forest in 1868 and
1874 repectively. Thirty years later, at the turn of the century, much of the timber and undergrowth
was scoured from the peak of the Mount for the creation of a huge bonfire to celebrate the capture
of Pretoria. It was reputed to have taken twenty men, four days to build the pile which, when lit, was
visible as far away as Castlemaine.
Industry was also established on Mount Alexander. In 1859, surface granite was quarried by an
Englishman, Joseph Blight, to provide construction material for the new Melbourne to Sandhurst
Railway and by 1865 he had opened up a deep quarry on the lower slopes of Mount Alexander. A
more unusual enterprise was a short lived silk worm farm established by Mrs Bladen Neal and the
Ladies Sericulture Company which aimed to provide respectable employment for women.
Early settlers hurried to take up land as close as possible to the slopes of Mount Alexander for
streams, flowing down from its heights, ensured a reliable water supply. The eastern side of the
Mount formed the headwater for Myrtle Creek and Axe Creek and after the construction of the
Caliban Scheme in the 1870s, the Main Channel also followed the contours of the eastern slopes
while the western slopes drained into the Harcourt Reservoir, the Expedition Pass Reservoir and
Barker's Creek.
During the early twentieth century almost the whole of Mount Alexander came under the
.nanagement of the newly created Forestry Department. Earlier, the Lands Department had planted
an experimental oak forest at the foot of the Mount. Eventually this became an attractive picnic area
but it was not a commecial success. The Forestry Department cleared whole areas of the Mount and
established several more profitable pine plantations. Apiarists continued to use the Mount for honey
production but, since the dissolution of the Commons in 1906, grazing was restricted. There was
substantial regrowth after the devastation of the nineteenth century and Mount Alexander became
characterised by an open forest of messmate and manna gum. Local residents even made efforts to
attract native fauna back to the area and in 1943 a Koala Park was established stocked with koalas
from Phillip Island.
A tourist road had already been formed to the top of the Mount through the efforts of the Mount
Alexander Improvement League established in l 928. During the 1860s a survey mound had been
built on the summit of Mount Alexander. A century later new communication mediums were taking
advantage of the Mount's height . The PMG repeater station signalling between Bendigo and
Melbourne, was built on the summit of Mount Alexander in 1959, followed by the BCV 8 Bendigo
TV transmitter in 1961 and the national relay station ABEY transmitter tower in 1963.
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KEY ELEMENTS
H43 Blight/Jennings Granite House
H74A Oak Forest
H93 Trigonometrical Station
H94 Blight's Granite Quarry
H95 Silk Worm Farm
H96 Langs Lookout

Sources:
Ian Clark, Aboriginal Languages and Clans: An Historical Atlas of Western and Central Victoria,
1800-1900, Department of Geography and Environmental Sciences, Monash University, 1990
Robert Gray "Mount Alexander" (poem), 29 June, 1910
MAl\1, "A Climb up Mount Alexander" Jan 5, I 884; "Scheme ofimprovements" June 13, I 928
Mitchell, Three Expeditions into the Interior C![ Eastern Australia, Boone, London, 1838 & 1839
Stephen Mooney "Mount Alexander" (typescript. undated)
Mount Alexander State Forest, Forest Commission (pamphlet)
North Central Area, Land Conservation Council of Victoria, Final Recommendations -Melbourne
1981
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SIDRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No: H43

LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

TOWN/DISTRICT:Harcourt
NAME: Blight/Jennings, Granite House
ADDRESS: Coopers Road
FORMER NAME:

TITLE DETAILS

MAP NAME Barker
MAP REF. BU 589 040

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The house has a clear association with the Harcourt granite industry which was the major supplier of
granite in the colony during the last decades of the twentieth century. The house was a residence for
BlightS most trusted employees and may have been originally constructed by Blight for his own use.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Towns (Industry)
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HISTORY
Joseph Blight came from a quarrying family in England and during the construction of the railway he
formed a co-operative party to supply the contractors with surface granite On completion of the
railway he opened up deep quarries on the lower slopes of Mount Alexander. The granite obtained from
these quarries rapidly gained a reputation for quality and was used for dozens of monumental and
building projects in Victoria and inter state. It also gave a fillip to local granite construction.
The building may have originally been built by Joseph Blight for his own use but the first known
occupants were Carrie and John Jennings in 1897. John Jennings is said to have served his
apprenticeship under Mr l Blight in the United Kingdom and he began working at the Harcourt quarry
in the early l880s. He.was appointed foreman and continued working for Blight's for over forty years.
During the period after the first world war, the demand for granite soared due to the increased demand
for monumental work generated by the war and a new public preference for granite rather than
bluestone. Sixteen men were permanently employed under Jennings' foremanship. In the late I 920s
John Jennings and his family vacated the house and Clifford Ely, quarryman, took up residency.
Mr. Jennings told the present owner, Ron Layton, that the existing stone building was originally the
stables and the original house was adjacent The house was demolished to make way for a swimming
pool but the chimney and a stone hut still survive as well as the stable buildings which is now used as a
house.

DESCRIPTION
The building has a simple rectangular plan with a gable roof The front walls of the building are of
squared rubble work with the side walls laid with the less formal random rubble treatment The building
has three squared granite chimneys and a shallow convex roofed front verandah with decorative brackets
to the posts.
The building has been extended with a skillion at the rear and a side skillion of timber construction.
The building's low proportions and simple form are typical of a construction date in the late 1850s or
early 1860s. The verandah was probably a later addition but is compatible with the building.
The building is significant for the use of the local granite and the stone work of the chimneys and facade.
The relationship with early quarrying is significant.

REFERENCES
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books - West Riding
Information from Rex McKindley, George Milford, Ron Layton
MAM, Series on Local Industry, 1907
Number of Stone Q~arries in Operation in each Municipal District, Statistical Registers of the Colony of
Victoria, I 8 71-1900
MAM, 26 May, 1882; 11 July, 1918; 31 Jan 1922

Assessment Date
May-June I 993

Assessed bJ·
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUJ)YJ992/93
FILE 1"o:H74A
TO\VN/DISTRICT: Harcourt
NAME: Oak Forest

LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

l\fount Alexander

FORMER NAME
MAP NAME
Barker
MAP REFERENCE BU 585028

TITLE DETAJLS

:STATElVIENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Oak Forest contains rare plantings of mature oak trees. It is significant as a community landmark
and popular recreational area. Its creation as an experimental venture, partly aimed at investigating the
commercial potential of valonia oak, reflects the concern of the Lands Department during the 1890s to
develop alternative industries.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BUILDING DA TE
1900

THEMES
Forestry, Community Life

PHOTOGR.\.PH
FILM No 29/9
DATE
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TELEPHO.\'E 053-317 II5
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HISTORY

During August 1900, the Lands Department planted several acres of oaks at the foot of Mount
Alexander at a place known locally as Picnic Gully. During this period the valonia oak was receiving a
great deal of publicity due to the great commercial value of its acorns for tanning purposes. Wattle bark
had traditionally been used but this was becoming more difficult to obtain. The Valonia acorn was said
to be superior "even to the best black wattle bark" and was in great demand at £15 - £20 a ton. It was
argued locally that since the best valonia came from the mountainous country in Syria which was in
many respects similar to Mount Alexander, the area should be well suited to its growth. The
experimental plantation at Picnic Gully includ.ed a large number ofvalonia oaks but a variety of other
species as well Intermediate rows of Elms were also planted to protect the Oaks until they were of
sufficient height to afford their own protection. A similar plantation was established in Myrtleford at the
same time.
Eleven years later it was reported that the growth of the plantation had been very slow, many of the
trees refusing to start at all. While some of the oaks had become well established, such as an oak from
East China not previously cultivated in Victoria, the valonia was dubbed by many as a dismal failure
The failure was attributed in large measure to fact that Picnic Gully did not have adequate drainage.
Subsequently the Forestry Department concentrated on planting the more profitable pinus insignus on
the surrounding slopes.

DESCRIPTION

Mature plantings ofrare oak trees including algerian oak (Quercus acutissima) and bristle-tipped oak
(Quercus canariensis) covering a large area on the west slope of Mount Alexander. Other exotic
plantings are included around the main stand of oaks.

REFERENCES
James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
MAM, 1900; 20 July, 1911
Forestry Commission Tourist Pamphlet

Assessment Date
May-June I 993

Assessed by
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SJIIRE OF METCALFE H_E:RJTAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No:H93
TOWN/DISTRJCT: Harcourt
NAME: Trigonometrical Station

LISTINGS:
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

Mount Alexander

FORMER NAME
MAP NAME: Barker
MAP REFERENCE BU 601 019

TITLE DETAILS

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The trigonometrical station is used for the accurate surveying of the region. It is also significant as a
community landmark. The granite structure has been a sign to generations of walking parties that the
top of the Mount had been reached.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BUILDING DA TE
1876

THEMES
Communications, Community Life

PHOTOGRAPH
, FILM No 4/29
DATE 5.6.92
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME 1989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE CO!v!MITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
Bf W. JACOBSANDK. TWIGG 217 DRUMMOND STREET SOUTH BALL4R~T 3350
TELEPHO.\'E 053-317 JJ5
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HISTORY
In I 876 a newspaper report stated that the geodetrical survey mound, known locally as the "Flagstaff"
had been erected on the top of Mount Alexander "about twenty years ago in the centre ofa pile of
stones". Certainly, records confirm that observations were made from Mount Alexander at least as early
as 1867. The first mound was made of wood with a conical weatherboard top. By 1876 this had fallen
into disrepair and was replaced by a solid granite cairn. Picnickers enjoying the Queen's Birthday
holiday, took part in a small opening ceremony for the new cairn and Miss Mathews and Miss Richards
assisted in laying the granite block. The centre of the new survey mound was adopted as a
Trigonometrical point about the late 1930s. Local residents remember that the cairn was always a
welcome sign that the top of Mount Alexander had been reached

DESCRIPTION

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Mount Alexander Mail, May 24 1876
Geodetric Branch Records, Department of Crown Lands and Survey
Assessment Date
May-June 1993

Assessed by
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SIIlRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILENo:H94

TOWN/DISTRICT: Harcourt
NAME: Blight's Granite Quarry

LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

Mount Alexander

FORMER NAME:
MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 605 015

TITLE DETAILS:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
This quarry is of high significance for its direct connection with the Harcourt granite industry which durin:
the last decades of the nineteenth century was the major supplier of granite in the state. It has provided
granite for such well known structures as Flinders Street Station, Parliament House in Canberra and the
John Flynn Memorial in Alice Springs. At a local level, the quarry was an important employer of labor.
also encouraged the local use of granite in building and monumental construction, giving the nineteenth
century built environment of the area a character distinct from any other in the Shire.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
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HISTORY
James Blight was born into a quarrying family in England in I 834 and migrated to Victoria in l 855.
During the construction of the railway from 1859-1862 he formed a cooperative party to supply the
contractors with surface granite. On completion of the railway in I 862 he initially continued to quarry
surface granite but opened up deep quarries on the lower slopes of Mount Alexander in I 865. The
granite obtained from these quarries rapidly gained a reputation for quality and was used for dozens of
monumental and building projects in Victoria and interstate, including the Burke and Wills Memorial and
Flinders Street Station in Melbourne.
In 1887 it was even reported that Joseph Blight had arranged to send fifteen foot granite blocks to
Aberdeen in Scotaland where such lengths could not be obtained, although the success of this venture is
not recorded. During the 1880s and 1890s Blight's granite quarry became the largest supplier of grantie
in the state. The easy availabiltity of granite also stimulated a proliferation of granite buildings in the
Harcourt area.
Initially granite was supplied to three different monumental yards in Sandhurst for polishing but in I 875
George Ferries established a monumental yard and polishing works in Harcourt. The business was taken
over by Alexander Guthrie in 1892 and several hands were employed. The granite quarries offered an
important source of employment for local residents but although up to fifty men could be employed for a
large order - such as the tram track paving for Bendigo in 1901 - the labor force could be reduced to as
little as four when orders were low. Carters were often in particular demand as the all granite had to be
carted two miles to the Harcourt Railway Station. Local myth claims that it took eight weeks and sixty
bullock drays and horse teams to transport a 3 5 ton block of stone intended for the Burke and Wills
morial, to the Harcourt station.
Joseph Blight died in 1897 but the quarry continued to operate as J. Blight and Co under the
management initially of John Jennings and then of Joseph Jenkins. The company boomed during the
early 1920s with the enormous demand for monumental work generated by the war and a new public
preference for granite rather than bluestone.
By the 1980s, four quarries were working on Mount Alexander.
Newspaper reports (not comprehensive) show Blight's Quarries supplying granite for:
Burke and Wills Memorial, Melbourne (1863)
Queensland trade; Memorial for Hon WJT Clarke, Melbourne (1874)
Brisbane Graving Dock ( I 878)
Princess Bridge ( I 887)
New York Insurance Company, Melbourne (1893)
Roman Catholic Cathedral, Bendigo (1897)
Mort's graving dock, Balmain, Sydney; Ball and Welch's warehouse, Flinders Street, Melbourne (1899)
Tram Track Paving, Bendigo (1901)
Flinders Street Railway Station; Burns Memorial, Sydney; Queen's Memorial, Sydney ( I 905)
larat Soldiers Memorial ( 1906)
South African Memorial, Melbourne (1922)

DESCRIPTION
An abandoned granite quarry, the stone discolored with age. The retangular blocks on the floor of the
quarry illustrate one of the features of Harcourt granite, which was its tendency to split readily and
evenly in a vertical direction and to peel off in planes approximately parallel to the ground surface Thus
from an apparently solid mass of granite, rectangular blocks could be readily prepared. Jospeph Blight
estimated that although he paid twice the wages of his counterparts in Aberdeen, he could deliver the
granite at one quarter of their price due to the ease of splitting and squaring the Harcourt granite.
REFERENCES
Hedley James, Do You Remember?, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Mount Alexander Mail
The Granite Industry, MAM, 1907
Article by Joseph Jenkins, MAM, 1925
Assessment Date

Assessed by
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SRJfil_QF_;°\'lETC.-\.LFE HERITAGE STUilLl9't2/93
FILE No:H95
LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

TOWN/DISTRICT: Harcourt
NAME: Silk Worm Farm

TITLE DETAILS

MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 607 009

ADDRESS:

Mount Alexander

FORMER NAME

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

These ruins are significant as the site of one of the most unusual enterprises pursued in the region during
the nineteenth century - that of silk worm farming. The venture was also unique in that it was headed by
a woman and was intended to be run by women, providing respectable employment for them outside the
home. The site has strong aesthetic qualities and is considered a community landmark.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS

Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), addition to the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register
BUILDING DA TE
1873/74

THEMES
Horticulture
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HISTORY

In 1873 Mrs Bladen Neill was a wealthy English woman who was widowed in Melbourne where her
husband was killed by a fall from a horse. She had a strong commitment to the development of a silk
worm industry offering gainful employment to women and she established the Victorian Ladies'
Sericulture Company Limited. The venture had the support of the Victorian government which, in
1865, had voted £5000 to be spent on the encouragement of new industries including that of silk
production and had also heard the potential ofa sericulture industry as outlined in a 1871 Royal
Commission on Foreign Industries
The Company, with 300-400 shareholders, was granted two reserves - one on the slopes of Mount
Alexander and the other near the Harcourt Reservoir. These were gazetted in September 1873 and
totalled 1000 acres. However initially only ten acres on the slopes of Mount Alexander were fenced and
planted with mulberries. A "pretty" cottage was erected for the lady manageress of the farm, with
various outbuildings and to the west of the cottage a magnanerie was built for the feeding and breeding
of silkworms (after the failure of the Sericulture Farm the magnanerie was shifted onto McMahon's farm
at Sutton Grange and used to house sixty milking cows).
However the venture quickly encountered difficulties. Local residents objected to Commons land being
alienated for what they considered a foreign and foolish enterprise and there were accusations that wood
was being sold from the reserves and the land used for purely speculative purposes. The roads to the
Reserve were very bad and the Metcalfe Shire Council would not immediately improve them. Most
''°"portantly, at the Sericulture Farm, workers were finding that the granitic soil and the harsh winter
.,sts were not suited to the growth of mulberries. In February 1877, the Sericulture Farm was
abandoned. Not to be defeated, Mrs Neill moved the mulberry trees and silkworms to the outskirts of
Corowa, establishing another silk worm farm but with as little success. She died from the result of burns
from upsetting a kerosene lamp in 1884 at the residence of Dr. Barker in Melbourne.

DESCRIPTION

The Sericulture Reserve has been overplanted as a pine plantation and all that remains of the enterprise
are the ruins of the two granite buildings, the ruins of a brick chimney, granite paving and some remnant
garden plantings. The more intact of the ruined buildings is rectangular shaped building constructed from
local Harcourt granite with a gable roof. The entry door was to one side of the building with two
windows in the same facade looking down the slope of Mount Alexander. There are the remains of a
large fireplace at one end and the remaining gable wall opposite has a small window opening suggesting
that there was a loft in the roof space. There was a door and window in the other long side of the
t-,,iJding. The other ruins are only two courses of stones high and appear to have been of a two roomed
_ ~nite building with an aisle on the north west side. It may have had a brick chimney. The ruins as they
stand in the gloom of the pine plantation, are a romantic reminder of an exotic failed horticultural
experiment.

REFERENCES
Royal Commission on Foreign Industries. VPP 1871, No 60 v 3 and 1871, No 6, Vol 3
Board appointed to consider claims for reward or premiums VPP 1867 I st session No 2 Vol 3
Marilyn Bennet, An Abortive Industry of the 1870s -A Silk Worm Farm at Harcourt - compiled from
articles in the Mount Alexander Mail.
Results of a survey at the Mount Alexander silk work farm, prepared for the Maritime and Historical
Archaeology Unit, Department of Planning and Development 1993
Assessment Date
May-June 1993

Assessed by
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SIDRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No:H 96
TOWN/DISTRICT: Harcourt
NAME: Lang's Lookout

LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

Mount Alexander

FORMER NAME:
MAP NAME: Barker
MAP REFERENCE BU 605 027

TITLE DETAILS:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Much of the appeal of Mount Alexander has always lain in its ability to offer views of the surrounding
countryside and the opportunity to place settlements and farms into their broader landscape perspective.
Lang's Lookout is significant as one of the most popular vantage points on the mountain and a place of
strong community identification
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

BUILDING DATE

THEMES
Community Life (Recreation)

HOTOGRAPE
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HISTORY
In a relatively flat landscape, Mount Alexander has always been sought as a place where views of the
surrounding countryside might be obtained. In 1836 Major Mitchell left the rest of his party, taking only
a guide, in order to ride to the summit of this "friendly hill". He was rewarded with a splendid view and
the opportunity to survey the country ahead. He wrote in his notes, " A country fully as promising as
the fine region we had left was embraced in my view from that point. I perceived long patches of open
plain, intespersed with forest hills and low woody ranges."
Following the discovery of gold at Forest Creek in 1851 picnic parties frequently wended their way to
the top of the Mount to admire the views. A correspondednt to the local paper in 1884 described the
efforts of his party to walk from Harcourt to the summit of the Mount . In the end only he and a friend
succeeded in reaching the summit but the "splendid" view showing "thick dense bush dotted at intevals
with farms and clearings which looked just like mere brown patches in the forest of trees" was seen to
have made the climb worthwhile.
A favorite place for obtaining a clear view to the north and east of the mountain was at Lang's Lookout.
This point was named Lang's Lookout in 1928 after J.H. Lang who, as vice-president of the Automobile
Club of Castlemaine, was instrumental in initiating the tourist road across Mount Alexander.

DESCRIPTION
A relatively level piece of ground, not far from the summit. From here a clear view to the north and east
may be obtained. It is possible to see Redesdale, Heathcote and Sutton Grange and on a clear day, even
Bendigo may be visible.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Information from George Milford
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books - West Riding
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

0

FILE No: B9
TOWN/DISTRICT: Barfold
NAME: Barfold Hall
ADDRESS: Kyneton- Redesdale Road
FORMER NAME:
MAP NAME: Redesdale
MAP REFERENCE BU781926

TITLE DETAILS:
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Barfold Hall is a significant focus for the surrounding community and has provided the venue for
most of the locality's social functions. Its design, which provides for a large rectangular internal space,
is typical of a country community hall and suggests the importance of the "dance" as a major rural
social event.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

THEMES

BUILDING DATE

Community Life

c1900
PHOTO
FILM No.14/19
DATE 22.7.92
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HISTORY
The building was originally built as a school in the Emberton area. It was moved to Barfold for use as a
public hall sometime before I 940.
The exact date the school was constructed is at present unknown as is the date of relocation. The
building was once much larger with a supper room and toilet on the south side. The supper room had
originally been built as a Catholic School or Sunday School but after the closure of the school it was
used as an office for contractors working on the Redesdale Branch Railway before being pressed into
service as a supper room. This addition has now been removed.
The hall was well known for its beautiful dancing floor which was described as "just like glass". After
home football matches both teams and their supporters commonly adjourned to the Barfold Hall for a
tea and dance in the hall.

vESCRIPTION
The former school building is of the simple type constructed between 1873 and 1890 by the Education
department to accommodate between 80 and 130 pupils. 865 of these buildings were constructed with
780 built in timber.
The building is clad in weatherboards with a gable roof and small gable roofed porch set at one side of
the front facade. The major decorative elements are the tall turned timber finials that mark the gable
ends of the building and the porch. The apex of the gable has a square timber ventilator. The windows
on the front and sides ate divided into nine panes with the smaller porch window divided into four panes.
The skillion roofed section at the side would appear to be a later addition.

REFERENCES
Information from Chris Clarke
Information from Mr. Leigh Strawhorn

Assessed by
W Jacobs/K Twigg

Assessment date
May - June l 993
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SHIRE_OF METCALFE HERITAGE S1]JPY 1992/9_~
FILE No: Bl 1
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST □
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □
OTHER

TOWN/DISTRICT:

NAME: Barfold Union Church
ADDRESS: Kyneton- Redesdale Road

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP NAME: Redesdale
MAP REFERENCE BU 788 907

Barfold

FORMER NAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
A Union Church is a place where all Protestant denominations were welcome to worship. This church
has operated for most of the time since 1875 except for thirteen years. It represents the recognition in a
small agricultural community that a church was not possible unless denominational differences could be
forgotten and everyone should pooled their resources. At the same time the building's exclusion of
Catholics suggests the antipathy that existed between Protestant and Catholics in many country
localities. The present church represents the determination of the community to reestablish a spirtitual
centre after the 1944 bush fires and to continue to bypass denominational differences.

Local Significance

RECOMMEND ATIO NS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BUILDING DATE
1957

THEMES
Community Life

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No.14/29,29A

.;rDATE 22.7.92
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HISTORY
According to local legend, the owners ofBarfold Station, William and Christina Mitchell, were once
visited by the Lieutenant Governor of Victoria, Mr LaTrobe, who was most impressed with the home
surrounded by its gardens and with its stone stables and outbuildings and remarked that all they lacked
was a steeple to complete the picture of an English village. William Mitchell reputedly replied that he
would be happy to supply the land for a church at any time.
On the 2 I February I 875 his promise was put to the test when two local Presbyterians, Mr Sunderland
and Mr Cochrane, called upon him to request a site for a proposed church. Previously monthly services
had been conducted at Mr Cochrane's house by Mr Storie who travelled from Kyneton. Land for a
church were duly donated by William Mitchell.
The first church committee was elected on the I February 1875. The new church was to be used for
both Presbyterian and Church of England services but it was resolved that "all Protestant denominations
shall have free use of the church when not occupied by those in whom it is vested." It was therefore
called the Barfold Union church.
The Union Church was erected to the specifications of Mr Shaw ofKyneton for the sum of £125. It
was opened on the 13 and 21st June, 1875 by the Church of England minister, the Rev. Mr Chalmers,
and by the Presbyterian minister, the Rev. Mr Don.
vn the 14 January I 944, the church was destroyed by fires that swept the entire area. For the next
thirteen years services were held in the Barfold State School before a new Union church was built in
I 957. It was built using bricks and timber from the former Taradale Presbyterian church and the plaque
from this church, labelled 1860, can still be seen in the grounds.
The new Union Church was built by a local identity, Bob Chapman, assisted by volunteer labour. When
it was officially opened on the 15 April, 1957 the cost of the building and its contents, totalling £1750,
had been met. The ministers officiating at the opening were Canon Jones of St Paul's, Kyneton and the
Rev. D. Munro of the Presbyterian church, Mia Mia.

DESCRIPTION
The church is of painted brick with narrow windows with shallow pointed arches. The gable front of the
nt facade has a cross shaped window in the centre above the entry. The entry porch of glass and
brick has a flat roof and may have been added later.
The church is of rectangular plan with a smaller rectangular wing intersecting at right angles.
The building is a simple modern design with the only suggestion of reference to style being the pointed
arched windows.

REFERENCES
Information from Chris Clarke
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books

Assessment date
May• June 1993
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W Jacobs/K Twigg
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERIT_AGESIUPY 1992/93
FILE No: B 14
Barfold

CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTOR1C BUILDINGS REGISTER 0
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

FORMER NAME:

TITLE DETAILS:
Sec 3, Allot. 6, Sec 2, Allot. 5.11

MAP NAJWE: Theaden Hill
MAP REFERENCE BU 790870

TOWN/DISTRICT:

NA.ME: Bell's Hill
ADDRESS: Kyneton- Redesdale Road

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Bell's Hill, comprising a house and a variety ofbluestone outbuildings, is a representative example of the
farm complexes which characterise the far east of the Shire of Metcalfe. The number of outbuildings
suggest the size of the property and the variety of farming activities undertaken by the owners.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Agriculture

BUILDING DATE
c!874
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 15/5-?B
DATE 22.7.92
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HISTORY
Alex McKnight was an early settler at Emberton and he owned a farm there as early as 1868. In 1874
he is rated for a house and 196 acres at Langley. By 1884 the acreage had risen to 354 acres and in
1888 he has possession of a house and 354 acres at Langley.
The following year the property passed to a Mrs Bell, possibly McKnight's married daughter. Mrs Bell
continued to own the property until it passed to Frank and Roy Bell sometime between 19 I 5 and I 921.
The property continues to be run by the Bell family.

DESCRIPTION
The main section of the house is a gabled roofbluestone building with a chimney at each end. The
house has a straight pitched roof verandah supported on timber posts with timber brackets. The
stonework is coursed, roughly squared, rubble bluestone. The rear slope of the gable roof has been
extended over the rear section as a skillion. Across a small yard is another gabled roofbluestone
hnilding which would appear to have been a separate kitchen at one stage. There is another bluestone
Jding adjacent and at right angles to the kitchen building. The two sections are now joined and an
upstairs extension has been added over this middle section. Other timber additions have been made to
the house.
Across the main courtyard is a long rectangular farm building which appears to have been stables. This
is of similar bluestone work to the house and also has a gable roof Attached to this building is s small
shed clad in vertical slabs of timber.
On the main road entry, next to the driveway, is a timber pedestrian gate which stands between two
massive timber gateposts with large timber caps. The gate is of narrow, round headed timber pickets of
two heights. This remaining well detailed element indicates the care in construction that went into the
original building of this complex.
The farm complex, although the farmhouse has been altered, is a good example of the bluestone farm
complexes in this area.

REFERENCES
Information from Chris Clarke
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
Assessment date
May • June 1993

Assessed by
W Jacobs/K Twigg
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 19n/93
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0
OTHER
TITLE DETAILS:

TO\VN/DISTRICT:

FILE No: B 27
Barfold

NAME: Langley State School
ADDRESS: Parsell Road
FORMER NAME:
MAP NAME: Edgecombe
MAP REFERENCE BU 770 830

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Langley state school has formed the centre of community life in the Langley area since its
construction in 1915, not just as a place of education but as the venue for church meetings and a variety
of social functions. The many improvements made to the school and its grounds by volunteer labour
witness to its importance to the community. The building is typical of those constructed throughout
rural Victoria in the early twentieth century.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Community Life

BUILDING DATE
1915
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No.15/12
DATE 22.7.92
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HISTORY
The history of the Langley School dates back to the early l 900s when half day schools were in operation
at Metcalfe East and Black Hill. The teacher at that time instructed at one school in the morning and at
the other in the afternoon. In 1915 it was decided to establish a school at Langley to cater for a larger
district in a more central position. John Parsell donated 2 acres of bushland on which the present school
is located. The building, a single weatherboard classroom with store-room and porch, was erected in
1915 by a Castlemaine builder, Slingo, after some of the area has been cleared of trees and scrub by
local residents.
Twenty four pupils were enrolled representing Grades 1-8 on 27th of October 1915. The first families
to attend included the Rogerson, Gray, East, McKnight, Campbell, Parsell, Pearson, Bowen, Scott,
Turner, White, Symons, Cunningham, Ferris, Diss and Clarke families. Occupations included shearers,
farmers, labourers, carters, blacksmiths, sawmillers, factory employees, repairers, engine drivers and
gangers.
During the following years working bees were held to clear the bushland around the school. From 1920
to 1935 Methodist church services were held in the school and from 1937 to 1956, the Church of
England held their services in the building. Dance and card parties were also held at the school to raise
funds for various charities. A shelter shed was erected by local effort, the play area terraced and new
playground equipment purchased.

DESCRIPTION
The timber framed weatherboard clad school has a half hipped roof of corrugated iron and a brick
chimney. It is a substantailly externally intact exzample of a typical Edwardian single roomed school of
this period.

REFERENCES
Vision and Realisation, Volume 2
Back to Langley Committee, Back to Langley: History, 1988
Assessment date
May - June l 993

Assessed by
W Jacobs/K Twigg
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FILE No: B29
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL EST ATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

0

TITLE DETAILS:

TOWN/DISTRICT:

Barfold

NAME: Turpins Falls
ADDRESS: (off) Shilladay's Road
FORivlER NAME:
MAP NAME: Edgecombe
MAP REFERENCE BU 763870

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Turpins Falls is an area of natural beauty with the Campaspe River running over a flat, wide, rocky
course and then plunging at the falls into the deep pools below. The natural vegetation dominated by
river red gums adds to the character of the area. The mineral springs are one of two within the Shire.
The area was of high recreational value in the early twentieth century and the pathways and shelter
pavilion are reminders of this era.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Addition to the Register of the National Estate, Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Water, Community Life

BUILDING DATE
NIA
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No.15/15-17
DATE 22.7.92
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HISTORY
Turpins Falls on the Campaspe River has been seen as an area of natural beauty from early times.
Richard Daintree, the geologist and photographer, took five photographs of the falls in his visit to the
district in l 861 As a geologist he would have been interested in the rock formations as well as the
beauty of the scene.
Early this century Turpins Falls was a popular swimming and picnic destination. Family groups
congregated here for picnics on Sundays or public holidays, water was collected from the mineral
springs and children swam in the deep pools and dared each other to jump from the top of the Falls.
Gus Hogan used his horse and dray to bring sightseers out from Kyneton.

In the I 920s and I 930s an annual swimming carnival was held at the Falls organised by a swimming
teacher from Kyneton. Wooden platforms were placed across the pools to act as starting blocks for the
races and after the races stunt divers from Melbourne entertained the crowd. Residents remember in
particular the time a stunt man dressed as a clown rode a bicycle to the edge of the Falls. The bike was
attached with a rope and remained suspended while the clown dived into the water below. On another
occasion a man was handcuffed and thrown into the Falls in a tied bag. He came out of the water
without the bag or the handcuffs.
During the 1920s Hospital Sunday was also conducted at the Falls. Produce stalls and games were
anged, the Kyneton band played and all proceeds went to the Kyneton Hospital. During the period a
safety fence leading down to the Falls and a picnic pavilion offering shade and shelter were constructed.

DESCRIPTION
The basaltic rocks form a spectacular area of natural beauty. The Campaspe runs as a broad shallow
river over flat rocks and then drops to the deep calm pools below. The approach to the area gives little
clue to the vista that opens up as the edge of the river is neared. The large mature river red gums along
the river add to the character of the place.
The pathways and the small timber shelter pavilion are remnants indicating the importance this site had
as a recreational place in the early twentieth century. These should be maintained.

REFERENCES
Dianne Reilley and Jennifer Carew, Sun Pictures of Victoria, 1983 p 80. Several prints of these
photographs are in the collection of the Shire.
Midland Express, July 26, 1988. p. 18
Information from Chris Clarke
Shire of Metcalfe Community Newsletter, July 1992
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SHIRE OE METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
CURRE~T LISTINGS:
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

TOWN/DISTRICT:

TITLE DETAILS: Emberton, River Reserve
CA I or 5 (part), 8, 6 (part), 5D, SE, IA of5

MAP NAME:
MAP REFERENCE

FILE No: B30
Barfold

NAME: Barfold Gorge
ADDRESS: offKyneton-Redesdale Road
FORMER NAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Barfold Gorge is significant for a diversity of volcanic features including basalt columns, waterfalls, lava
caves and tessellated pavements. It also contains very good examples of active erosion and the resultant
talus piles. The Campaspe River has exposed a lava sequence which is one of the best exposures of
magmatic differentiation in the newer volcanoes in Victoria. The Gorge therefore represents a very
good example of geological processes associated with the volcanic history of north west Victoria. The
rare plant Discaria Pubescens is found growing in the Gorge and platypus have been seen in pools
below the Falls. The dramatic scenery of the 80metre deep Gorge is of aesthetic significance in a mostly
undulating topography. The area has high eduction value as a geological excursion site. The area is also
of historical significance as the site of the I 860 Campaspe River gold rush, some evidence of which is
still visible. It is a good example of a small scale, short lived gold field.
State Significance
Note: The gorge is on private property and access can only be obtained with the landowners permission.
RECOMMEND ATIO NS
Retention on Register of the National Estate, Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BUILDING DATE

THEMES
Water, Community Life
,':I,
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HISTORY
The Italian prospector, George Antagnini, found gold in July 1860 at the foot of the gorge slope. A
small rush to the Campaspe River diggings, later to be called the Italian Diggings, peaked at around 200
miners. This quickly dwindled to half when it was realised shafts would be necessary. By March 1861
only a few miners remained. More recent attempts at gold mining took place in the 1930s. The remains
of tunnels into the sub-basaltic gravels on the western side of the Italian Diggings can still be seen.

DESCRIPTION
On private property there is located a steep sided, narrow gorge up to 80m deep, incised into the
volcanic plain by the Campaspe River thereby exposing a sequence of three lava flows with intervening
f, -~ii soils. There are cliffs of basaltic columns, waterfalls and lava caves which add to the dramatic
,_ ,aery of the Gorge. Despite many intrusions of exotic plants much native vegetation including river
red gums remains and provides habitat for more than 95 species of bird recorded in the vicinity. The
Gorge has been grazed since the 1850s but the steepness and ruggedness of the Gorge has ensured
relatively little disturbance.

Note: The gorge is on private property and access can only be obtained with the landowners
permission. No litter or fires are allowed in the area and the landowners are not responsible for any
incidents or accidents. Access is not always granted due to fire risk and farming activities.

REFERENCES
Australian Heritage Commission citation, 004254, Interim Listing, 14 December, 1989
Using:
Geological Society of Australia, Geological Features of the National Estate of Victoria, 1980, p66
Loddon-Campaspe Regional Planning Authority, Barfold Gorge -A Case for Conservation, 1980
J. Leigh, J Briggs and W Hartley, Rare or Threatened Australian Plants, ANPWS Special Publication 7
DA Wallace and CD OIiier, The Cainozoic Lava Flaws of Bar/old Gorge, Vol 103, No 6, 1986
RM Cochrane and EB Joyce, Geological Features of National and International Significance in
Australia, 1986, p 15
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SHiru;_Q_F METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No:BC5
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST 0
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0
OTHER

TO\VN/DISTR1CT: Barkers Creek
NAME:
Stone Houses

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP NAME: Castlemaine
MAP REFERENCE
BU 539 977

ADDRESS:

Blakely Street

FORt'\tlER NAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
These two small dwellings have walls oflocal stone in a mud or mud lime mortar and the one remaining
roofis clad in large slate slabs held, it is believed, by pegs. There are detached stone chimneys and
rudimentary door and window openings. The roofs are gabled. These rare examples of cottages with
large slate slab roofs are derived from the English European vernacular construction practice.

State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Retention on the Register of the National Estate, Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

BUILDING DA TE
c!860s

THEMES
Gold

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 21/23
DATE 10.9.92
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME l 989190.
FOR THE NA T!ONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VlCTORJA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BJ' If: JAcoss.;xo K. TWIGG 117 DR[,'.\L\!OXD STREET SOCTH BALL~RcJT 3350
TELEPHOXE 053-317 115
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HISTORY
Theses two small houses are of an unknown construction date, possibly, from the 1860s. A Malay
Chinese couple are said to have been occupying them in 1898 when Timber Hills Homestead was built.
This may have been the basis of the local tradition that these houses were built by Chinese.

DESCRIPTION
The two stone cottage on Timber Hills Homestead are two small dwellings of unknown origin. The
walls are constructed oflocal granite set in a mud or mud-lime mortar and the roofs were clad in large
slate slabs believed to be fixed by a single wooden peg towards the top of each slab. The roof slabs are
from 12 mm to 25 mm thick and up to 1350 mm square in one case and 1800 by 1200 in another. The
buildings have detached stone chimneys and rudimentary door and window openings. The roofs are
gables. Only one roof is now intact as the result of damaged caused by a bush fire.
The buildings are important for the use of slate slabs as the roofing material which is derived from
English or European vernacular construction practice and is very rare in Victoria. These may be the
only examples of this type of roofing in the state. The extremely modest size of the two cottages is also
of note.
e houses are generally intact and in sound condition but some of the roofing slabs are beginning to
snde off

REFERENCES
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) file.

Assessment Date
May-June l 993

Assessed by
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SHIRE OF :'l!ETC.-\LFE HERITAGE STCDY 1992'93
FILE :'\o: BC!-l
TOWN/DISTR1CT: Harcourt
N.-\\lE: Railway Bridge

CCRRE:'\T LISTI:'\GS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC:s;o.
NATIONAL TRUST
;--;ATIO.'i.A.L ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

TITLE DETAILS:

l\L,\P

'.'v!idland Highway

FORMER
NAME:
NAME:
MAP
REFERENCE

Chewton
BU 556 014

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome bric1.-work, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Gee long - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. This bridge with granite abutments and iron girder bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.

THEMES

BUILDING DA TE

Transport
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE CO:V!:VllTTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF :V!ETCALFE
BY W ]KOBS ·\.'.DK. T:rrcc 2!7 DRU.\f.\{0.\"D STREET SOUTH BALURAT _<350
TELEPHO.\"E 053-317 I 15
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the :Vlelbourne '.\fount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from Melbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
Victorian Railways Department during t_he same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRIPTION
his railway bridge differs from others in the Shire of Metcalfe in that it has granite abutments and the
span is carried on an iron girder bridge. The abutments are of coursed rock faced granite with very
large, more smoothly dressed stones at the level of the base of the girder. These are capped by a cornice
line of corbelled narrow, long stones with a parapet of smaller stonework above. The bridge is the only
iron girder railway bridge in the Shire and it is the first on the line to use only granite in the abutments
indicating the use of local building materials.

REFERE~CES
Cusack. Bendigo: .-4 Hisrorv. l973. pl~5
Nfartin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine', C.\,/. 2 ~far 19-+-+ from .tL-L\f 20 Aug 1862
\Vard. 'Murray R.i\·er Railway', Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36

Assessment Date
June 1993

Assessed hy
K Twigg/W Jacobs
, , r;

SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93
FILE No:BC16
CURRENT LISTINGS:

TOWN/DISTRICT

HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

NAME:

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP NAME: Castlemaine
MAP
BU 540 986
REFERENCE

.

Barkers Creek

Old England Hotel

ADDRESS:

Midland Highway

FORMER NAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The hotel is significant as an expression of the gold rush era when the road between Castlemaine and
Sandhurst was dotted with beer houses and hotels. It is the only commercial building to survive in
Barkers Creek from this period.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

BUILDINGDATE

THEMES
Community Life (Hotels), Towns (Business)
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FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY W. JACOBS AND K Tw!GG 217 DRUMMOND STREET SOUTH BALLARAT 3350
TELEPHONE 053-317 115
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HISTORY
John Hopkins Walter was operating this hotel in Barkers Creek at least as early as I 866. A store
attached to the hotel was run by William Walter, probably his brother. During the 1880s the hotel
flourished as the slate industry and sluicing brought prosperity to Barkers Creek. However it was
ultimately the hotel's location on the main Castlemaine to Sandhurst road and opposite the Barkers
Creek railway siding that ensured its survival after these industries had collapsed.
From the 1890s John Walter leased the hotel to a variety of publicans including Sarah Russell, Edward
Bennets, Ernest Blume (who later established the Harcourt bakery) and Fred Reddy. The hotel's licence
was cancelled in the I 920s and only the store continued to operate under the ownership of Alexander
Walter.

DESCRIPTION
~

building is in two sections a face brick building and a stone building side by side.

The face brick section has a central doorway with a wide window to the left and s smaller 12 paned
double hung window to the right. The windows have flat arches. It would appear that the left hand
section was the hotel or store with the residence on the right hand side of the doorway. The brick work
rises to a decorative cornice with dentillated brickwork supporting a flat corbelled band of brick work
with a row of bricks laid on the diagonal topped by another band of flat corbelled brickwork. Above
this is a pediment of a band of flat brickwork. A gable roof is behind the pediment. The brickwork has
been painted.
The use of face brickwork with a decorative cornice line of brickwork and a flat parapet and the siting of
the building on the street boundary is similar to the style of commercial building which is characteristic
of goldfields towns of the l 860s and especially of Chewton.
The stone section has a steeply pitched hipped roof which has deep eaves. The roof is now clad in
timber shingles. The stone facade is now painted. The building has a central doorway flanked by double
hung windows. The whole composition sits awkwardly against the brick section of the complex.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Information from George Milford
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books - West Riding
Assessment Date
May-June 1993

Assessed by
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAG_E STUDY 1992/93
FILE No:BCl9
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER
TITLE DETAILS:

TOWN/DISTRICT: Barkers Creek
NAME: Barkers Creek Church of Christ
ADDRESS:

Midland Highway

FORMER NAME:
MAP NAME:
MAP
REFERENCE

Castlemaine
BU 548 999

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Church of Christ has been operating continuously in the Barkers Creek area since I 873. The
present Church, which was constructed between 1889 and 1891 is a simple rectangular gable roofed
church with a rudimentary Gothic style expressed in the pointed arches of the porch doorway and
windows and the stepped buttresses. The continuous operation of the Church shows the strength of the
congregation in the area.
Local Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Community Life (Churches)
<
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME 1989/90.
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY W JACOBSA.\'DK. Tw1c,0 217 DRU.\Lv!OND STREET SOuTH BALL4RAT 3350
TELEPHONE 053-317 JJ5
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HISTORY

The first Church of Christ services were held in 1873 in the home of Spence Greenwood in Specimen
Gully. The present chapel was built between 1889-1891 by two brothers, John and George Symes at a
cost of approximately £3 7 5.
The Barkers Creek Church of Christ continues to operate.

UESCRIPTION

The Church of Christ is a simple rectangular gable roofed church with a rudimentary Gothic style
expressed in the pointed arches of the porch doorway and windows and the stepped buttresses. The
building is on a base course of stone.
The front porch is set to one side of the facade and the only item of decoration is the small turned finials
at the apex of the gables of the porch and the main roof The stepped buttresses are set on the diagonal
at the corners of the porch and the main building. The sides of the church are divided into four bays by
buttresses with each bay having a central window with a pointed arch head.
The building would appear to have been of face brickwork which has been rendered at a later date,
possibly to cover the cracking in the walls.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Information from George Milford
Assessment Date
May-June 1993

Assessed by
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGESTUDY_l_992/93
FILE No:BC20
CURRENT LISTINGS:
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

TOWN/DISTRICT: Barkers Creek
NAME:
Rechabite Hall

TITLE DETAILS:

MAP NAME:
Castlemaine
MAP REFERENCE
BU 548 001

ADDRESS:

Midland Highway

FORMER NAME:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Although somewhat altered for use as a private residence, the Rechabite Hall is significant as an
indication of the strength of the temperance movement throughout the Barkers Creek - Harcourt area.
Its existence offers an explanation for the absence of twentieth century hotels in Harcourt.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

THEMES
Community Life (Societies)
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME 1989/90.
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY W. J.KOBSA.VDK. T111GG 117 DRUJ&fO.\'D STREET SOUTH BALLlR~T 3350
TELEPHO.\'E 053-317 Jl5
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HISTORY
The Harcourt Total Abstinence Society was formed in l 865 and public temperance meetings were held
regularly at Harcourt, Barkers Creek and Specimen Gully. The Society claimed there were 16 places for
the sale of alcohol within this area and one of their most successful meetings occurred when a local
publican, Mr Potter was induced to sign the pledge and demonstrated his commitment by destroying all
alcohol on his premises. This Society became the Independent Order ofRechabites in 1869 when under
the guidance of members of the Castlemaine Order, they opened Rechabite Lodge Tent No l 09. Clearly
the Rechabites message was not always popular and in February 1877 the first Rechabite hall was
burned to the ground. The local paper reported, "The fire is supposed to be the work of an incendiary,
as heaps of brushwood were found to be piled round the stone walls of the hall and reaching the shingle
roof'. The Rechabite members decided to rebuild immediately and this was done with voluntary labour
using local slate and stone and supervised by a local Rechabite and builder, George Symes. Just five
months after the fire a new hall was in place.
Until the ANA Hall was built in Harcourt in 1910-12 this was the only hall in the area and it was used
for a variety of community functions including dances. The Christian Mutual Improvement Society met
here and it was used for Church of Christ services until they built their own church buildings in 1891.
The Lodge memership gradually declined during the 1920s and 1930s. By 1937 the cost of running the
Hall was greater than the income and it was sold to Mr Harold Thompson who remodelled the interior
ar · -onverted the Hall into a residence. However the Rechabite Lodge members continued to meet and
Wt-,c able to celebrate their centenary in 1969.

DESCRIPTION
The original hall would appear to have been of stone with a mansard roof
The building has now been painted and the quoin work is picked out in contrasting paint. The chimney,
front porch and existing windows would all appear to date from the alterations to the building for use as
a residence.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Information from George Milford, Sybil James
Mount Alexander Mail

Assessment Date
May-June 1993

Assessed by
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg
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SHIRE OF '.\IETC..\.LFE HER1T..\.GE STCDY 1992 93
FILE \"o: BC2 l
TOW\"/DISTR1CT: Barkers Creek
\"A:\IE: Road Bridge

Ct:RRE:s;T LISTI\"GS:
HISTORIC Bl;ILDI\"GS REGISTER
HBC No.
'.'-:ATION.-'.L TRUST
'.'-:ATIO'.'-:.-'.L EST•.\.TE REGISTER
OTHER

ADDRESS:

Sawmill Road

FOR.\1ER
NA.ME:
I\L.\.P

TITLE DETAJLS:

Castlemaine

NAME:
ivL.\.P

BU 533 9T2

REFERENCE

STATEivfE:NT OF SlGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversiry in the desion
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrom':: an.:
bichrome bricl..'Work, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduc:
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and granite segmental arched rail bridge is an important element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexande~
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.

THElVIES

BUILDING DATE

Transport

cl862
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 2)1:20.
DATE 10.9.92

PROJECT :S:o. 39 OF THE N.-\TIO:S:AL ESTATE PROGRA.\l 1989,90
FOR THE :S:ATIO:-S.-\L ESTATE CO:V!MITIEE (VICTORIA) .'\.c,D THE SHIRE OF ~1ETCALFE
BY\'.". J.\COBS ASD K. Twice 217 DRL".\/.\[OSD STREET SOCTH RALUR,T 3350
TELEPH()\"£ 1)53-317 ! 15
·~~

HISTORY
In June of 1852 the \lelboume \fount .-\Jexander and \lurray River Railway Company was promulgated
ro build a main line of railwav from ;\!elboume to Mount .-\Jexander and the \forrav River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the· formation of the
\"icrnrian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRIPTION
T
:ail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and granite The granite is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a cornice line at the
spring of the arch and for the parapet capping. The area adjacent to the bridge is protected from water
run off by ditches and semi-circular brick culvert crossing with a granite capping.
The bridge materials illustrates the use of the local granite in the Harcourt area.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo: A Hisrory. l 973. pl-!5
:V!artin. 'Bringing the Raih,ay to Castlemaine'. Cl./, 2 Mar 19-l-l from .\LHI 20 Aug 1862
\Vard. 'Murray R.iYer Railway'. Heritage .-l ustralia. Spring 1985 p36

Assessed hy
K Twigg/\V Jacobs

Assessment Date
June 1993
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S_lllRE OF \IETC.-\LFE HERIT.-\GE STrDY 199l/93
FILE :sio:Bannear Sne 3
,\lso BC23
crRRE'.'\T LISTJ)iGS:
HlSTORJC BUILDINGS REGlSTER
HBC No.
NATIONAL TRUST
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER
OTHER

TO\'\-:\/DISTRICT: Specimen Gull,
:si.-\\lE: Slate Quam·

TITLE DET All.S

lvLAP NAJvfE: Che\\ton
iv!AP REFERENCE BU 560980

ADDRESS:

Specimen Gully Road

FOR.t'vlER NA.1\·!E

STATt\IE.\T OF SfG\IFICA.\CE
This quarry was Victoria's largest slate producer during the nineteenth century and supplied paving for
the streets of Melbourne and other Victorian towns and cities. It was also a significant local employer
after the collapse of gold mining. The overgrown excavations still suggest the frenzied activity and
scale of operations of the l 880s.
Local Significance

RECO\L\IE,'iDATIO,'iS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Recommendation for inclusion on the Register of the
National Estate

THE\IES

BUILDI:.\'G DA TE
1863

Industry

,,;.' ~·_:;;pl:J.OTbGR-\PH
· · . FILM No 21.29
DATE 10.9.92

David Bannear and Robyn Annear, Assessment of Historic Mining Si1es in the Casrlemaine-Ch2,rron
Area:.-! Pilot Study, Historic Mining Sites Assessment Committee, Mav 1990
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HISTORY
The first promising slate was identified at Barkers Creek in 185 7 and specimens were exhibited ar a
Council mee1ing. After representations to the government, a conditional gram to quarry the land was
given, on pa:,ment of £50 if the quarry proved remunerative. In 1863 slate flags sent from Barkers
Creek were used to pave !he sueets of Melbourne where they met with widespread approval. The
Casilemaine Paving Company rapidly became an esiablished enterprise. By 1he ! 870s it was by far the
largest producer of slate in Victoria. In 1871 it quarried 1,860 tons of slate a year compared to the l 0
tons produced by its closest competiwr, Stawell. During Victoria's building boom of the 1880s the
Castlemaine Paving Company supplied flagstones for networks of new streets in iVlelbourne and in rural
towns. Slate was also provided for billiard tables, mantelpieces and shelves.
Despite a notorious safety record the quarries offered employment at a time of diminishing gold returns
and in 1889, 56 men were employed, not just as quarry men but as carters hauling the slate by horse and
dray to a railway siding at Barkers Creek. A belt of flagstones 23 ft wide was worked at intervals for a
length of20 chains and the open mouth of one quarry shaft yawned down to a depth of over 200 feet.
Machinery included a 12 horse power engine to keep the shafts clear of water, two saw-cutting
machines, a horizontal friction saw, a planing machine and stationary chisel.
However such prosperity did not last and the quarries were hit by the dramatic building slump of the
1890s. Production fell to just 600 tons of slate a year in 1895. There was also increased competition
generated by the introduction of concrete flags and bitumen and a depletion of quality slate. The quarry
finally closed early in the twentieth century and operations were moved to a new quarry in Nicholson's
-•1lly, a short distance to the south. (WJ&KT)

DESCRIPTION
On both sides of the Specimen Gully track are large excavations relating to a slate flagstone quarry.
Little remains easily visible of the quarry workings except for the tumble of swnes and the quarry faces.
Part of one of the quarry floors was bulldozed and planted with grass and the rocks arranged for an art
show in 1980.

REFERENCES
Mount Alexander Mail
November 1889, letter G. Symes to H. Leversha, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Bannear, Assessment of Historic Mining Sites in the Castlemaine-Chewton Area, p55,57
The Maine News No.7, October l 980

David Bannear and Robyn .A.nnear, Assessment of His/oric A1ining Siles in !he Castlemaine-Chew/011
Area: A Pilot Study, Historic Mining Sites Assessment Committee, May l 990
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SHIREQf:\IET{:ALFE HERITAGE STrDY 1992/93
FILE '.'io: Bannear
Site I
BC23.-\

CL"RRE\"T USTL\"GS:
H1STORJC BllLDGGS REGISTER 0
HBC :S:o
:S:.-\ TIO:S:.-\L TRL'ST 0
:\°.-\TIO::S:.-\L ESTA TE REGISTER 0
OTHER

TOW'.'i/DISTRJCT:

Specimen Gully

\".-\>IE: :'\lemorial Cairn
.-\DD RESS: Specimen Gully Road

FQR..\IER '.'iA:\IE:

TITLE DETAILS:

M.-\P :\.-\:\IE: Che"1on
MAP REFER.E:\CE Bl' 560 9S I

STA. TEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The cairn, erected on the approximate site where gold "as first discovered on the \fount .Alexander
gold fields. provides a focus for community remembrance of this eve~t which so dramatically
transformed the surroundmg environment and opened up new poss1b1lit1es for the future Its erection in
I 93 l. at a time of mining revival, expresses both a desire to commemorate a past era and to also ofie,
hope for the mining future of the locality. The adjacent building (believed to have been occupied bv a
member of the original prospecting party) and the existence of nearby alluvial workings, adds to the
interpretative value of the site
State Significance

RECO:\IME:\DATIONS
:vletcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Recommendation for inclusion on the Register of the
\'ational Estate
THEMES
Gold
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David Bannear and Robyn Annear, Assessme111 of Hworic A-fi11i11g Siles in rhe Cusrlemai11e-Cheu1m1
Area: A Pilm Su"lr, Historic \•lining Sites Assessment Committee, \lay 1990
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HISTORY
In September 1851, a small letter inserted in a Melbourne newspaper, notified the public that a party of
four station workers had found gold in the :\fount Alexander ranges A trickle of diggers made their
way to the place near Mount Alexander, subsequently known as Specimen Gully Much of the gold at
Specimen Gully was entrapped in quartz but as gullies were prospected further south along Forest
Creek, plentiful gold was discovered in the alluvium. This sparked a rush to the area that was to
aswund contemporaries and inspire descriptions of the richest alluvial goldfield in the world.
Eighty years later, on l O October, 193 l a cairn was unveiled at Specimen Gully by Mr Owen Owens.
Mr Owens, a local resident, had donated the cairn to mark the area where the first gold on the Mount
Alexander 0oold fields was discovered. A conference earlier in the year had discussed the location for the
cairn. It ha d been decided (using money provided by l\1r Owens) to purchase about a quarter of an acre
of land from Mr Jack Smith. The land included a slate hut which was originally built by Mr Rielly but
was later occupied by John Worley.a member of the party who had first discovered the field. James
Lano records in his Memoirs that in l 858 John Worley "was still about Specimen Gully and remained
ther~ until he received the reward for the discovery of gold."
Those responsible for erecting the cairn intended that the place should become a popular tourist
attraction. A scroll was inserted in the slate house setting out the story of the gold discovery and the
subsequent rush to the area and efforts were made to maintain the building,. It is not clear whether
other plans for the site such as the construction of a fireplace for the ~se of picnickers and the planting
1d care of native shrubs and trees by local school children, were earned out, although several cypress
planted on the site appear to date from the J930s. (WJ&KT)

DESCRIPTION
The cairn is made of granite and is in the form of a tapered obelisk and was constructed by Mr Ferries,
monumental mason of Harcourt, in 1931. The inscription reads
The first gold from the Mount Alexander gold fields was discovered by Christopher Peters on 20
July 1851; associated with him were John Worley, Robert Keen, George Robinson. This cairn is
the gift of R Owen Owens, and was unveiled by him on October I 0, I 931.
The scroll inside the slate hut was printed by Mr H W. Shelton, enclosed in a metal frame and glazed
with plate glass. (WJ&KT)
The house is built oflocal slate laid in narrow courses. The building would appear to have been built in
several stages shown by changes in the nature of the stone work. The largest section is a simple
rectangular building with a gabled roof - now demolished - with a central doorway flanked by windows.
The existence of what appear to be slate footings suggest that the complex was at one time larger than
.1e existing section. The walls are in good condition, one section has recently been roofed.
On the flat on the opposite side of the road to the monument site is a relatively small patch of alluvial
sinkings. Some of the shafts are circular (whether by intention or collapse is not certain) and some are
vaguely rectangular or square. The diameter of the shafts range from l-3m Shafts occur about every
5m.

REFERENCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
i'v!.A..\'l, October I 93 I
Fruit World of Australasia, l 9 I 8
Information from George Milford
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books - West Riding

David Bannear and Robyn .i\nnear, Assessment of Historic 1'vfi11i11g Sites in the Castlemai11e-Chewto11
Area: A Pilot Study, Historic Mining Sites Assessment Committee, May 1990
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ADDRESS:

Specimen Gully Road
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TITLE DETAILS:

MAP
NAc\IE:

Castlemaine

MAP

BU 541 987

REFERENCE
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bl uestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome brid.-work, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and \'iaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests, The line remains as the Colony's larges:
single endeavour of its time. The granite segmental arched rail bridge is an important element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.

THEMES
Transport
•>•1•~~

BUILDING DATE
cl862
PHOTOGR ..:\.PH
FILM No. :1;33
DATE 10.9.92
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HISTORY
In June of I 852 the \1elbourne C'>fount Alexander and C'>1urray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from C'>Jelbourne to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuca
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
\·ictorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity of Tara dale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinsrone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in I 859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

ESCRIPTION
This is a sold granite version of the brick and stone segmental arched bridges encountered on the
Melbourne side of the railway line. This is a lower bridge than those encountered in the Chewton area.
The segmental arch is marked in rough faced voussoirs springing from a corbelled capital at the top of
the pilaster like quoin work which is steeped in from the abutment. Above the voussoirs is a slightly
corbelled line of stones marking a cornice line above these are more smoothly dressed very large granite
stones which form the parapet. These are capped with smaller rock faced granite blocks. Each end of
the abutment wall steps out to form a pilaster.
The bridge is a solid element which demonstrates the use of the local material.

REFERENCES
Cusack. Bendigo· .-1 History. I 973. p 1-15
;1,fanin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemainc'. Cl/. 2 Mar 19.\.\ from .\l-1.\f 20 Aug 1862
\Vard. '~1urray River Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
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Symes Road

STA TE:\lE.\T OF SIG'.'iIFIC...\'.'i'CE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome
and bichrome brickwork. influenced by the natural resources of the localities The range of bridge and
viaduct designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst
the scale of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important
also as an expression of the importance in capturing the ,v[urray River and Riverina trade for the Port of
Melbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfielcls in the 1860s. The route of
the line recalls the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the
Colony's largest single endeavour of its time. The granite viaduct with three semicircular arches is an
important element.
State Significance

RECO:\l:\IEc\'DA TIO\CS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Retention on the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the :\!elboume :\fount Alexander and :\!urray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railwav from :\1elboume to Mount Alexander and the :\Jurrav River at Echuca
Its inability ro raise funds leci' to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the' formation of the
\'icrorian Railwavs Department during the same year The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of :\Jetcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle ofsubcontractino, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions"'and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
In 1859, this granite bridge was built as part of the Melbourne to Sandhurst Railway. Local legend
claims that, due to the difficulty of providing solid earth foundations, it was built on bales of wool.

DESCR1PTION
The Barkers Creek railway bridge is a substantial bridge constructed of Harcourt granite in 1859 on the
Melbourne-Sandhurst Railway. In three main spans of some 12.5 metres (41 feet) each, the structure is
characterised by its deep arches and
substantial abutments. Rusticated masonry faces the bridoe and
.
other features are the parapet stnng courses, the very large more smoothly dressed parapet stones,
voussoirs, impost moulding and the battering of the abutments. Stylistically the structure follows
classically derived vernacular engineering practice.
~

The Barkers Creek Bridge is significant as a community landmark. Its aesthetic qualities have made it
the subject of many sketches, photographs and picture postcards since its construction. It is also of
interest in that it is faced in the locally quarried Harcourt granite a stone not widely used in Victoria
Other details of note are the unusually deep arches sitting on squat piers

REFEREi'iCES
Hedley James, A Short History of Harcourt, Harcourt Heritage Centre
Information from George Milford
National Trust Building Citation No 2659
Cusack. Bendigo: ..J History. 1973. pl-15
tVfartin. 'Brlnging the Railway to Castlemaine'. C.\/. 2 ~far 194..1 from .\L-1.\/20 Aug 1862

\Vard. 'Murray

R.iYCf

Railway'. Heritage Australia. Spring 1985 p36
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Chewton

Chewton
BU 558 921

MAP REFER.ENCE

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome bricbvork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong .. Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone segmental arched rail bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOtVIMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount
Alexander and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the
Historic Buildings Register.
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BY ii'. 1.KOBS A.\'D K. Ttr1cc 217 DR/.:,1[.\fOSD STREET SOC:TH BALL4R.4T 3350
TELEP HO.\'£ 053-317 115
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HISTORY
In June of 1852 the '.!elboume \fount .Alexander and \lurray R.i,er Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from '.1elbourne to :\fount Alexander and the '.1urray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the
\"ictorian Railways Depamnent during the same year The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of'.!etcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of ea riv stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availabilitv of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was'used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in l 859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.
DESCRIPTION
The rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and bluestone. The bluestone is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a cornice line at the
spring of the arch and as the abutments and parapet. The inner surface of the bridge arch retains the
original face brickwork. The entry and exit to the bridge are marked with low buttress walls of brick
)ped in bluestone and terminating in bluestone pillars.
The bridge materials show the move away from solid bluestone in the Taradale area to the brick of the
Chewton and Castlemaine section of the line.

REFERE:-.CES
Cusack. Bendigo: .-l Hi."tory. 1973. pl-+5
Bradfield. £/phins1onc. Pon 2. nd
The Guardian June 26 1986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project arc said to ha,·c been used for the construction of St
1\fary's Church in Elphinstonc.
The Fruit World o/Austrn!asia. 10 July 1918
:'\fanin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemainc'. Cl/. 2 Ytar 19➔➔ from .\L-L\! 20 Aug !S62
\\"ard. ·~1urray Ri\·er Railway'. Herilage .--!ustrnlia. Spring 1985 p36
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TITLE DETAILS:
F
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

After the gold rushes it soon became apparent that the natural hydrology of the area had been severely
disrupted and the town was subject to frequent flooding. These solidly constructed stone drains
represent an attempt to provide proper drainage for the densely occupied central area of Chewton. The
use of local stone and the adjacent timber fence are important elements in the streetscape.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)

THEMES
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY W. JACOBS AND K. Tw!GG 217 DRUMMOND STREET SOUTH BALLARAT 3350
TELEPHONE 053-317 115
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HISTORY
The intensive alluvial mining that took place throughout the area in the course of the 1850s played
havoc with the natural hydrology of the area and led to frequent flooding. The increased concentration
of businesses and residences in central Chewton also engendered a demand for improved drainage.
In June 1879, the Chewton Council wrote to the Minister for Public Works asking for £100 for the
construction of a storm water channel at Church Street. The Public Works Department (PWD) agreed
to place on estimates. In November 1880 it sanctioned payment of £60 - half the estimated cost for
improving the water channel at Church Street. In December 1880 the PWD asked that plans for Church
Street channel be submitted; these were completed and sent off In January 1881 tenders were called
and J McNamara's accepted.
J. W. Sparks must have also worked on the drain for he states in his Autobiography, "I built the Mitchell
Street bridge and constructed the Church Street Channel and carried on my dual work as Shire Engineer
and Town Clerk with ease." J. W. Sparks worked for the Chewton Borough Council from 1863 to
1908. From 1871 he was employed as the town engineer and in 1879 he received a qualifying certificate
as a Municipal Engineer and Surveyor. He supervised most of the Council building and construction
works that took place in the Chewton township.
The drain was completed by the end of March, 1881.

1J£SCRIPTION
The wide stone drain constructed oflocal slate, and the protecting timber fence are the types of small
detail that enhance the character of Chewton. These engineering features carried out solidly in local
materials set the area apart from other towns and are to be compared with modern solutions to drainage.
The drain and fence form an important element in the streetscape and should be retained and maintained.

REFERENCES
Borough ofChewton and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson
J. W. Sparks, Autobiography, 1910
Reports of Chewton Council Meetings, Mount Alexander Mail
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STATEMENTOF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome anc
bichrome brici,.·work, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduc:
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone segmental arched road bridge is an important
element.
State Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexandec
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildin2:s Register.
THEMES
BUILDING DATE
Transport
1862

PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 6,'32
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HISTORY
In June of l 852 the '.\lelbourne '.I.fount Alexander and '.\lurray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railwav from Melbourne to '.\fount Alexander and the ?vlurrav River at Echuca
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the· formation of the ·
\'icrorian Railways Department during the same year. The K::meron to Bendigo Section which runs
throu2:h the Shire of:\letcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontracting, for the direct importation of indentured Gertnan masons to undercut locally established
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRJPTION
The road bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and bluestone. The bluestone is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, abutting the arch and
doubled at the end of the parapet, and parapet. The inner surface of the bridge arch retains the original
face brid.-work and a line of rusticated bluestone at the springing of the arch. The bridge materials show
the move awav from solid bluestone in the Taradale area to the brick of the Che\\10n and Castlemaine
section of the line

REFEREi'iCES
Cusack. Bendigo . .-l Hiswrv. 1973. p!-l5
Bradfield. E!phinslone. Part 2. nd
lhe Guardian June 26 19S6 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to ha,·e been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elphinswne.
The Fruit !f"orldof ...J,.ustra/usia. 10 July 1918
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlcmaine'. C.\/, 2 t',,tar 19-4➔ from .\£.J..t/20 Aug 1S62
\Vard. •~turray River Railway'. Heri1age Australia, Spring l98j p36
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Kent's Cottage

MAP NAME: Chewton
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The early stone buildings and the timber building on this property reflect the consolidation of the
Chewton township in the late I 850s and 1860s. Their location on Forest Creek is a reminder of the
importance of a reliable water source especially for garden cultivation. The current use of the land as an
apple tree nursery demonstrates continuity with the gardens created around the buildings during the
nineteenth century. The nursery has a collection of over 500 apple varieties making it of horticultural
and scientific significance: up to four hundred varieties of apple were once grown in the orchards of
nearby Harcourt but have now been reduced to a mere handful of commercial types.
Local Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Gold, Horticulture
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PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME 1989/90.
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMJTTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE
BY Tr. J.KOBSASDK. TwtGG 217 DRu'.H\JOXDSTREETSOl,TH BALL4R-1T 3350
TELEPHOXE 053-3/7 115
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HISTORY
Crown allotment No. 40 was purchased in March I 860 by John Kent, a miner, and a stone house is
recorded on the property in the first rate books of I 864. Like many miners John Kent actually pursued a
variety of occupations. He is first recorded as a miner but the postal directory of 1868 lists him as a
gardener and by 1885 as a bricklayer. He probably cultivated a garden throughout the period.
In 1886 John Kent sold this allotment to his son, John Reuben Kent for 10/-, "memorialising the natural
love and affection which the said John Kent had for John Reuben Kent".
Crown Allotments No. 38 and No. 39 were purchased by J. R. Kent in 1901 and 1905 respectively
In 1922, Reuben's son, Edwin Kent sold all three allotments to Edward Carter, an auctioneer ,and in the
same year the place was re-sold to George Bailey. George Thomas Bailey was a farmer who, in 1955,
passed on the property to his daughter, Mary Ellen Bumnard, then living at the same Sunshine address
as himself, "in consideration oflove and affection borne." Mary Bumnard sold to Fred Moss in I 962.
In I 967 the property was transferred to Kent's Cottage Trust and then in I 969 was acquired by
Margaret Corke, later Margaret Winmill.
Crown Allotment No. 3 7 was purchased by T. Joynes in 1860 and went through similar transfers.
Crown Allotment No. 42 being added to it by the Junipers in the mid twentieth century. Part of Crown
Allotment No. 42 was a Chinese camp during the gold rush period. This two-allotment property was
· ·o known as Botten's after another of its owners and was purchased in 1975 by Clive and Margaret
, • mmill who consolidated it with the neighbouring Kent properties.
From 1975 onwards they developed a nursery and gardens on the combined property. The nursery
specialised in historic plant material becoming widely known as this field developed in the 1980s. The
nursery now specialises in apple trees of which it houses a collection of500 cultivars (varieties).
Crown Allotment No. 43, originally held under a miner's right, was at one time occupied by M. Barnes
(related to Barnes of Castlemaine Rock fame). It was made freehold by Winmills in I 989. The stone
building on that allotment was brought as part of the nursery operations.

DESCRIPTION
The property now contains the current apple tree nursery, the stone house of John Kent, the stone house
of John Reuben Kent, the timber house on Crown Allotment No. 37 and the 1984 stone building in the
foreground of the photograph.
The stone house of John Kent is of field sandstone and possibly dates from soon after his purchase of the
, in l 860. The larger stone house of John Reuben Kent was constructed around 1905 when he added
tn1s site to the property. The land which was originally purchased by T. Joynes in l 860 has a
weatherboard cottage built progressively from the time of purchase in 1860 until the early decades of the
twentieth century. The earliest section of the house still has timber shingles under the corrugated iron
roof and a wattle and daub outhouse which probably dates from the nineteenth century.
The terracing and stone retaining walls on the site are part of the nursery works undertaken since 1975.

REFERENCES
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
Information from Barbara James and Clive and Margaret Winmill
Balliere's Victorian Directory, 1868
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TO\VN/DISTRICT:

Chewton

NAi\·IE: Elm Avenue and Memorial
ADDRESS: Fryers Road Corner Pyrenees Highway
FOR.t\1ER NAME:
MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 559 924

TITLE DETAILS:

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
This avenue of mature elm trees is a landmark feature within the township of Chewton. It is adjacent to
the granite gate which has social value as a memorial to those Chewton residents who fought in the First
and second World Wars. The avenue is a double row of elms and this type of planting is rare in the
Shire

Local Significance

RECOMMEND ATIO NS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BUILDING DA TE
cl920

THEMES
Community Life, Horticultural, Towns
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PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 28/35
DATE 17.4.93
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HISTORY
The land in the area appears to have been worked for gold from the 1850s to 1900 and was part of the
workings of the Francis Ormond Mine at one stage. The major part of the adjacent sports reserve was
created in the early twentieth century when the creek was diverted. The Recreation Reserve was
gazetted on 7 December 1900.
It is not known when the avenue of elms along Fryers Road were planted or if they are linked to the
adjacent memorial gates as an avenue of honour.
An inscription on the granite gate at the entrance to the recreation reserve honours Chewton's soldiers in
the First and Second World Wars.

nESCRIPTION
An avenue of elms extending from the Pyrenees Highway along the west side of Fryers Road Reserve.

It would appear that the initial row of trees was planted first perhaps for those that served in the First
World War as those elms on the reserve side are larger than the row on the edge of Fryers Road which
may have been planted later.
The double row of elm trees are a rare form of planting within the Shire.

REFERENCES
Tour ofChewton pamphlet
Report by Francine Gilfedder
Assessment Date
Sept-Oct 1993
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NAME: Saint John's Anglican Church
ADDRESS: Fryers Road

TITLE DETAILS:
Chev.ton F61

MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 561 922

TO\VN/DISTRICT:

FORMER NAME:

Chew10n

St John's Church of England

STA TEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Saint John's is one of the few religious buildings erected in brick during the gold rush period of the
J 850s. Its early construction suggests the influence of local Church of England members and their
desire to promote permanence within the township. Unlike other religious buildings in Chewton, the
church is located away from the main street, reflecting the Church of England concern to separate the
sacred from the secular. The church has generated countless fund raising functions and has acted as a
focus for community life for almost 140 years.
Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Community Life (Churches)
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HISTORY
The Mount Alexander Mail in August 1858 reported that members of the Episcopalian Church were at
length directing their efforts towards building a church. Apparently there had been delays yet once the
decision had been made, progress was rapid and by December, 1858, a church building had been erected
and the first service held. The site was on Poverty Hill, an allotment which allowed access on both
sides Mr Frederick Poeppel, an architect active in central Victoria during this period, designed the
buildinu and Mr Davis was the builder The pews, pulpit and commun10n table were all made in "plain
design•i\y a local resident, Mr Angus.
The architect, Frederick Poeppel, was working in the central goldfields area in the 1850s and 60s, being
the designer of the Denominational School in Maldon in 1858 and the Lutheran Manse in Ballarat in
1868.
Ironically the site had been reserved in 1856 for the express purpose of providing space for a burial
around in addition to a church. A paragraph in the deeds of title outlines the Government's concern at
the number of informal burials taking place and stipulates that this grant ofland be "set aside for the
authorities of the Church of England to use as a church and burial ground 0 Unfortunately solid
sandstone was encountered just two feet below the surface making grave digging an impossibility
The erection of the church cost £850 and left the congregation with a large debt to repay Over the
following years a variety of functions were held in order to raise money for the Building Fund. The
venue for many fund raising functions was the Red Hill Hotel since the publican, William Low was a
vQry committed member of the Church. In order to raise money, the church trustees even offe,red the
· Jding for rent as a venue for the Police Court and Council Chamber, but their offer was not taken up.
Money remained in short supply and in January 1863, the vicar absented himself from Sunday services
complaining that he had not been paid.
Nevertheless the church catered to a large membership. The first baby baptised in the church was
George Carston in 1859 and he was followed by 57 further baptisms in the same year Many of the
town's most influential citizens attended Saint John's including J.B. Patterson (later Premier of
Victoria), J. W Sparks (town clerk) and T. L Brown (mining surveyor) Mr Brown was an organist at
the church.
On the 14 November l 901, the church was badly damaged when the roof was blown off in a freak
storm. The building was repaired with the addition of a chancel and vestry. However the original choir
stalls were not rebuilt. The church was reopened on 26 October, 1902.
Saint John's is now the only church which remains open in Chewton. The church is shared for services
by the Anglican and Lutheran churches.

,--"SCRIPTIO:--i
The church is of a rudimentary Gothic design. It is a rectangle with a steeply pitched roof Built of
brick on a stone base, the building has been rendered at a later date. The building has a three bay
chancel marked externally by narrow buttresses with a pointed arched window in the middle of each bay
The entrance is marked by a deep moulding modelled as a porch, with a cross marking the apex of the
roof The entrance is surmounted by a rose window and flanked by pointed arched windows.
The church is a substantial but simply detailed brick building for the time. The siting of the church on a
rise, and set back from the street on the large site, enhance the building The bell now hangs from an
iron frame but is said to have been hung in a large gum tree for many years

REFERENCES
CM 8 June 1977
Chewton Video, No. 2
Notes from the Mount Alexander Mail compiled by B James
Assessed by
W. Jncobs/K. Twigg
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Chewton

NAME: Park School
ADDRESS: Fryers Road
FORMER NAME:

Site ofChewton Market

MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 560 922

TITLE DETAILS:
Chewton F69D

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
This building may incorporate some of the materials of the original Chewton market building and was
part of an extension to the Park School after 187 I It represents a link with Chewton's ambitious
attempt to establish its own market in competition with Castlemaine. It is also strongly identified with
the Park School and with a period of transition in the l 860s and 1870s - when denominational schools
and common schools combined to become government schools. It is from the Park school that the
existing Chewton State School developed.

The combination of local materials, the siting in the park and the social importance of the school from
the 1871 to 19 I I make this building an important link to the history of the site and it adds to the
character and street scape of Chewton.
Local Significance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
BUILDING DA TE
1874

THEMES
Towns (Residential)

PHOTOGRAPH
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HISTORY
In 1864 Chewton erected a market house and sheds in Fryers Road in an attempt to compete with the
successful Castlemaine Market which was draining business away from the township. This was on the
site adjacent to this building and to the north. The venture was a dismal failure and for the next six years
a variety of alternative uses were suggested for the buildings, the most popular being the conversion of
the Market House into a Town Hall. However in 1868 this idea was abandoned in favour of allowing
the building to be reused as a school house.
A Common School (No 139) had grown out of St John's Episcopalian School, (established in 1859),
and at a public meeting on the 6 March 1869, two members from each of the major denominations in the
area were elected to a vested school committee. This led to the creation of Vested Common School No
l 054 on I October, 1870.
Since the design of the Market Hall was - as J. W. Sparks, town clerk, expressed it - "utterly useless" for
the purposes of a school, it was used for materials. On the I February, l 87 l tenders were called for the
erection of a new brick school house on the school Reserve further south in Fryers Road. In 191 OJ. W.
Sparks wrote, "A large oblong building with stone walls was built and the material from the old market
used up somehow but all we can now see of the old market are windows, the main door and some of the
iron on the roof" The new building was divided into three compartment for boys, girls and infants and
cost £350. It had foundations of masonry 18" thick and to this were added four foot high brick walls
plastered inside.
The new school was opened by J.B. Patterson, M.P. on the 3rd July, 1871. The Mount Alexander Mail
r"oorted that , "last evening the completion of a large new school ... was celebrated by a tea meetinu,
.ich was largely attended. The school is the largest and most commodious in the district." An early
photograph and sketch floor plans shows the school to be a rectangular plan with a small entry porch at
the west end of the building. The walls were rendered and above the 12 paned windows were deep
mouldings supported on brackets.
Over the ensuing decades the new school became known as the "School in the Park". It would appear
that at sometime before 1900 the school had been extended as attendance at the school stood at 333 at
the turn of the century and in 1911 a new and more commodious school was erected in Hunter Street to
replace the School in the Park. The main school building was then demolished. This section of the
school was retained and used as a scout hall and football change room Alterations to the building were
made after World War II.
DESCRIPTION
The existing building conforms generally to the description given by J. W Sparks in 1910 of the school
building. It is not in plan or construction style like the school building in an early photograph. The
building would appear to have been added to the 1871 school building sometime after the school
property was enlarged by the purchase of this land in about 1874. Sparks may have referred to this
building when talking about the recycling of material to construct this building as an addition to the
school.
. .; building is a rectangular shape with a gabled roof The lower section is of coursed random rubble
stone with brick walls above with the gable ends rising in brick parapets marked by a row of corbelled
bricks. The side wall has a central section of weatherboards and there are windows which appear to
have been added at a later date. The large vertical board timber doors do not appear to be original.
The building appears to be an example of the use of recycled materials and its unusual design compared
to other schools of that era appears to have developed from the re-use of these materials. The building
has been altered since is closure as a school in 19 l l. The combination of local materials, the siting in the
park and the social importance of the school from 1871 to 191 l make this building an important link to
the uses of this area and it adds to the character and streetscar.e of Chewton
REFERENCES
f'i.,ion and Realisalio11, p629, 725-6
Lawrence Burchell, Vir.:1orian Sr.:hools; A Study in Colonial Co,·emment, 1980
J. W Sparks, Autobiography of Mr las W Sparks, I 9 IO p32
Extracts from Chewton Council Minutes, compiled by B. James
Ottery, The l\.1ou111 Alexander Cold field1·, 1986
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and
bichrome bricbvork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone segmental arched rail bridge is an importam
element.
State Significance

RECOl\lMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander
and Murrav River Railwav Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic
Buildings Register.
,
THEMES
BUILDING DATE
Transport
186?
·,=~,_
PHOTOGRAPH
FILM No. 6/1
DATE 17.6.92
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HISTORY
In June of I S52 the \1elboume :\fount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promulgated
to build a main line of railway from \lelboume to Mount Alexander and the ;\forray River at Echuca.
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the forrnation of the
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs
through the Shire of;\letcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection
of earlv stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these
struct~res, the use oflocal granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry.
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire;
bluest one was used for railway structures in the vicinity of Taradale, granite and red and cream brick at
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line
was the laroest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for
improved iorking conditions and the venue in I 859/60 for a strike against the principle of subcontractino, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established
conditions"'and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final
collapse of the established level of wages.

DESCRIPTION
The rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and bluestone. The bluest one is used as shaped
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a shaped cornice at
both the arch springing and the below the parapet, as smooth dressed stones capping the brick side
abutments and as quoin work and piers at each end of the bridge. This differs from the previous two
bridges ion that the arched section is proud of the adjoining abutment walls and is treated as an arch,
cornice and pediment. At each side of the pediment is delicate iron railings with diagonal sections
marked in the centre by a circular boss.. The inner surface of the bridge arch has been concreted in
recent times obliterating the original face brid,-work The use of brick and iron in the parapet makes this
a much lighter design than the preceding two bridges (CI and C23). The bridge materials show the
move away from solid bluestone in the Taradale area to the brick of the CheMon and Castlemaine
·tion of the line.

REFERE'.'\CES
Cusack. Bendigo: .-1 Histor;v. 1973, pl45
Bradfield. Elphin.@ne. Pan 2. nd
The Guardian June 26 1986 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to haw been used for the construction of St
Mary's Church in Elphinstone.
The Frllil lf'orld of.-<IIS/rolosia. 10 July 1918
~-bnin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemainc'. C.\f. 2 }.far 19-+-t from .\f..L\f 20 Aug 1862
\Yard. ·.tvturray Ri\·cr Railway'. Heritage .J.11s1ralia. Spring 1985 p36
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Chewton

NAME: Mining Surveyor's House
ADDRESS: Fryers Road
FORMER NAME:
MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 561 917

TITLE DETAILS:
Chewton Fl, 37
STATEMENT Of SIGNIFICANCE

This well preserved residence, dating from I 864, is strongly identified with its builder and long term
occupant , T. L Brown. T L Brown was one of Chewton's most influential residents and in his
position as mining registrar and surveyor and to_wn clerk and surveyor, he played an_crucial role in
shaping the future development of the area. This substantial residence, constructed m the early days of
Brown's career, is expressive of the post gold rush prosperity of the township and its owner's growing
status.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommended for addition to the Register of the National Estate, Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual
listing)
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HISTORY
T. L Brown, a mining engineer and a man who was to become one of Chewton's most prominent
residents, purchased this allotment in 1857 and by 1864 the Rate Books record that a brick building was
in the course of erection.
T. L Brown had arrived on the Mount Alexander diggings in I 852. He opened a store at Wattle Gully
and was one of the first to erect a crushing machine in this area. In June 1859 he was appointed Mining
Registrar and Surveyor of the Castlemaine Mining District leaving on record fascinating and detailed
reports From 1862 to 1864 he was Chewton's Town Surveyor and from 1863 to 1871, Town Clerk.

He took an interest in local politics and was a foundation member of the Chewton Freemasons. He was
an organist at St Johns Church of England and led singing classes in the township. When he died in
1890 the Mount Alexander Mail described him as one "who by his tact and good judgement has
rendered invaluable service towards a full development of mining generally in the Castlemaine district"
After his death, his widow, Mrs Sarah Brown, continued to live in the house until 1914 when the
property passed to her unmarried daughter. The property finally passed outside the family when Miss
Brown sold to Eric Kirkpatrick in I 951.

DESCRIPTION
~,e house is of face brick with a steeply pitched hip roofed front section with a gable roofed section
-"hind. To the side is a detached gable roofed brick out building, now painted.
The windows are sets of narrow French doors leading out to the verandah which returns on both sides
of the house. The verandah has no decoration and appears to have been rebuilt. The wide central
chimney has had the bricks painted and is decorated by a corbelled band supported on angled bricks.
The entrance to the drive way gates retains a small section of picket fencing.
The building is a substantial residence from the early years of settled development in the Chewton area.
The face brickwork, French windows and encircling verandah are all characteristic of the design of the
era.

REFERENCES
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
ALPA Submission to the HBC, November 1991
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James
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Chewton

NAME: Gambles Hotel/Cornish Arms
ADDRESS: Fryers Road
FOR.i'1ER NAME:

TITLE DETAILS:
Fl, 40

MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 561 916

STATEl\1ENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

An early store and hotel from Chewton's gold mining hey day, built in a characteristic style for this
period. Its well chosen location on Fryers Road is a reminder of the days when this was a major
thoroughfare carrying traffic between the Fryerstown and Chewton gold fields

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
THEMES
Towns (Business), Gold
.
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HISTORY
In 1857, John Collings, purchased this allotment in Wattle Gully. In 1850, at the age of53 he had
migrated to Victoria with his wife, Mary, and seven children from Kent, England. He settled for a time
in Hawthorn, before trying his luck at the Mount Alexander Diggings. He was a committed member of
the Baptist Church and helped establish the denomination on the goldfields. In 1857 he chaired a tea
meeting at a new Baptist chapel at Aberdeen Hill, near Castlemaine and a newspaper report of the
occasion commented that the "amiable and pleasing manner in which he filled the post, tended greatly to
enliven the meeting."
A store and dwelling were erected on the allotment but during this period - after the exhaustion of the
alluvial rush and before the expansion of company quartz mining - John enjoyed little prosperity. In
1859 he wrote to his brother describing his situation:
I am still trying to do a little Oust enough) to live al a store at the Diggings. I just manage to pay my
way, more I cannot say; we rather contemplate removal before the approach of winter principally
from the fact our old slab and bark house is becoming dilapidated and [we havej not the means of
making it water tight... we have got seventeen buckets, dishes and saucepans set to catch the drips and
runs through the roof
Obviously John Collings did make the decision to move, for the allotment was sold to James Kearney, a
merchant., the following year for the inflated price of £80. Possibly the commencement of work on the
Melbourne-Sandhurst Railway made the building a more attractive proposition.
Kearney leased the buildings - recorded in the rate books as a weatherboard shop and dwelling - to
· fonry Gamble who continued to operate a store from the site. In I 868 Henry Gamble purchased the
property. It is believed that in addition to the store he also ran a hotel from the premises and it became
known as Gamble's Hotel and later the Comish Arms.
Henry Gamble sold the place to John McDonald, a miner, in I 888 and the following year it was
transferred to Margaret McDonald. In 1892, Michael Goeghegan, a licensed victualler, purchased the
property and continued to provide alcohol to the public. He sold it to John Silvester, recorded in the
Rate Books as a hotel keeper, in I 895.
Fitzgerald's Brewery, Castlemaine, bought the property in 1900 and it is during this period that the
building ceased commercial operation. Afterwards the allotment was sold to Cape Goodridge, a
bootmaker, in l 9 l 2 it was leased by B. Keefe as a residence. Lawson's owned the site for ten years
between 1915-1925 before selling to William Maltby, a railway worker. William died in 1941 and the
place became the property of Albert Maltby, a miner.

DESCRlPTION
The existing building is of weatherboard with two asymmetrical gable roofs facing the street. The
original building was described in 1859 as slab and bark construction. This present building appears to
,ve replaced the original building during the 1860s. The siting of the building on the street boundary
and its street verandah clearly indicate the commercial nature of the building. The building had face
brick chimneys which have since been partly demoli~hed. The verandah is now without any decoration
or signs which would have been expected during the time that the building was used as a store and hotel.
The size, location and materials of the building are characteristic of the commercial buildings
constructed in the 1860s and 1870s and its position on the Fryerstown to Chewton road indicate that
this was once a centre of population and a busy thoroughfare.

REFERENCES
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James
Balliere's Victorian Directory 1868, Wises Post Office Directory 1884, 1899, Chewton Directory 1872
Letter from John Collings to his brother, January 28, 1859 (photocopy in the possession of Mary
Thompson)
Mount Alexander Mail Oct 23, 1857
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Blackwall Arms Hotel
Fryers Road
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TITLE DETAILS:
Chewton, H, 1

MAP NAME: Chewton
MAP REFERENCE BU 562 916

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
A substantial store and hotel dating back to the 1860s. Its size and solid construction illustratell the
availability of capital during this period and the township's progress away from flimsy shanties to
permanent commercial buildings. The building's prominent position and visual attraction make it an
important landmark on Fryers Road. During the twentieth century the building became strongly
associated with the late George Archer JP., M.B.E., a local butcher, and active Council member for 35
years.

Local Significance

RECOMMENDATIONS
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing)
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HISTORY
During the l 860s the Wattle Gully area was thickly populated and developed an identity distinct from
Chewton proper Businesses that developed along the main road to Fryerstown also concentrated on
servicing the local Wattle Gully population.
When a number of allotments were offered for sale in the area in 1857, John Lockwood Westoby,
purchased this block for £3/7/6. Westoby was a store keeper and by !864 he had erected a brick shop
and dwelling on the site. In 1865 an application was made for a hotel licence for premises to be known
as the Blackwall Hotel. The hotel is listed in the 1865 Victorian Gazetteer and by 1868 the description
of Westoby in the Rate Books has changed from that of a storekeeper to that of hotel keeper.
Westoby died very suddenly in 1880. The Mount Alexander Mail reported that he had gone outside his
store to fill up a hole that had been dug by some Chinamen and was so suddenly seized that he had to sit
down on the barrow and later died. In November of that year an application for a Hotel Licence for the
"Blackwall Arms Hotel near Dinah Flat, Chewton" was placed by Thomas Taylor, who it is believed had
already been working in the hotel with Westoby.
In ! 895, Westoby's executors, J.W. Sparks, J. Lamb, T. Taylor and R. Ottery sold the property to T.
Taylor for £120 and at this time he was listed in the rate books as a licensed victualler. In 1903 the
Licence was transferred to William Johnson and in 1904 to Caroline Fox. After Taylor's death his
executrix, Elizabeth Salmon, mortgaged the property in 1904. Early in 1907 she held the Licence but by
the end of the year the Licence had come up before the Licensing Reduction Board and the Blackwall
A' , was presumably delicenced.
George Archer, Senior, a miner, bought the property in 191 l. George Archer is reputed to have been an
underground manager at the Francis Ormond mine and one of a group of successful tributers there. He
and his family took up residence in the old hotel.
George Archer gifted the building to his son, George junior, in 1954. George Archer junior had been
running a butcher's shop in the main street since 1932 and he may have also opened a small butcher's
shop here at one period. George was a well known local resident and served on the Shire Council for 35
vears, being president in l 953, 1957 and 197 l. He died in l 98 l. His son Malcolm Archer still lives in
rhe building.

DESCRIPTION
The hotel is a single storey face brick building with a cornice with brick dentils supporting a parapet with
endered panels. The building has a splayed corner which presumably was the bar entry. A timber
erandah protects the street facade. The verandah, although now in poor condition, has the remains of
!ecorative curved timber brackets and frieze.
·
·he splayed corner has a pair of framed and panelled doors There is a break in the brickwork of the
ccc · 've cornice on the side elevation which indicates that at one time a gabled roofed porch or other
.lditrun was attached at this point. The building still retains its Alliance Insurance Company plaque on
,e wall. These plaques indicated buildings insured by the company so that in event of fire they would
: attended to by the private fire brigades operated by the company.
1e building is substantially intact with the only alterations being those to the side window and the loss
-some if the elements of the verandah. There is enough remaining verandah elements to reconstruct
s feature. The building, especially the corbelled brick cornice, is an important example of the small,
2 e brick, parapeted buildings with decorative brickwork which are a feature of Chewton. The siting of
s building on Fryers Road indicates the centre of the local population and importance of this area
ring the 1860s

:FERENCES
rough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books
xmation from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson
Jrmation from title searches completed by Barbara James
!iere's Victorian Directory 1868, Wises Post Office Directory 1884, 1899, Chewton Directory 1872,
· Victorian Gaze!leer, 1865.
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Che\\1on

'.\.-\:\IE: Wattle Gullv Gold \une
ADDRESS: Fryers Road
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MAP REFERE'.\CE BU 558909

STATL\IE'.'iT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Wattle Gully mine, is the only mine in the Shire of Metcalfe that has been worked profitablv for an
extended period of time in the twentieth century. It has state significance as the largest producer of aold
in Victoria in the late l 950s. The sand dumps are of particular note, since they give some idea of th!
massive amount of earth that has been removed from beneath the ground. Remnants and footinos of the
boilers and chimney at the South Wattle Gully site are a reminder of an earlier phase of quartz ~ning in
the area in the nineteenth century These have been recommended for protection by a National Trust
Swdy (i'vlcCann, The Cultural Landscape of the Castlemaine-Chewton Goldfields:Dec I 990)
State Significance

RECOMME'.'iDATIO:\S
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). addition to the Register of the National Estate
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